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WHY NOT BECOME A PILOT?
There are 1,400 vacancies in the Royal Air Force

Have you ever considered becoming a Short Service
Commission pilot in the Royal Air Force ? The life is
healthy, interesting and remunerative and the training
good.

Perhaps you can qualify. Are you between \-j\ and
25 years of age, single and educated to the School
Certificate Standard?

If so, you can be trained as a pilot. The period of
service is four years (followed by 6 years on the Reserve).
A uniform allowance of £50 is payable on being com-
missioned and a gratuity of £300 on completion of
active service. In some cases opportunities of securing
a permanent commission are given. Pay is sufficient
to live upon and no previous flying experience is neces-
sary. Further information can be obtained from the
Secretary (Dept. S7/W), Air Ministry, London.

Why not get into touch with them ?

ROYAL AIR FORCE

THE BROOKLANDS BULLETIN: No. 5

CAPT. H. DUNCAN DAVIS.
A.F.C., Managing Director,

Brooklands Aviation Ltd.

(LAUGHTER!)
History records the story of a
barrister, rather addicted to
his glass, when he appeared
before a Judge famed for
sobriety. - - - ,

In a final, despairing effort to
shake an impassive witness,
the wearer of silk thundered :
" Tell me, Sir, are you never
surprised at anything ? For
instance, would you not be
surprised if I told you that I
once saw his Lordship going into
—ahem—a Public House ? "

The general amazement in
Court was cut by a clear
voice from the Bench : " Surely,
Sir Robert—coming in ? Coming
in ? "

All of which has remarkably little to do with aviation, but
illustrates the well-known axiom that wherever one goes,
someone else seems to have got there first !

Particularly is this true of people who fly at Brooklands. Time
and again have I listened to the veterans swapping stories of
when they first flew within the concrete circle. I warn readers,
once and for ali, that it's no use competing in this kind of con-
versation. Things are usually going hot and strong, and some
pre-War member has got himself happily convinced that he
knew Brooklands Aerodrome before anyone else present, when
a quiet voice from the corner chips in " But do you remember
in '09. . . . " And away we go, all over again, with an even
older inhabitant presiding!

Which seems to prove two things :

(i) That Brooklands pilots, on the whole, are remarkably clannish
and clubbable folk. This I know to be true ; many a friendship
started here has lasted through 20 years or more, and the way
in which overseas members regularly keep in touch with us is in
itself a tribute to the " Brooklands spir i t . " Though perhaps I
should add, in case you should visualise us as exclusively a
company of pre-Wars, that the younger generation joins in just as
cordially—and, in point
of fact, probably con-
stkutes the majority — , . . i - , - ;
these days.
(ii) That our members
live long. And without
throwing too many
bouquets to Ken /Valler
and his predecessors, it
seems a safe bet that
this must, in some way,
be due to the particular
brand of efficient in-
struction that is handed
out here.
Verb. Sop. !

PS.—Come to Brooklands by WEST Weybridge Station (Waterloo
40 minutes, Tarmac 4 minutes) or by car via the Kingston By-
Pass (Piccadilly-Tarmac, 45 minutes).

BROOK LA HT » *
WESTWEYBRIDGE S U R R E Y

T H E H O M E O F B R I T I S H C I V I C
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Enhanced

Sole Producers tnd Proprietors of the
Trade Mark "Elektron"

MAGNESIUM ELEKTRON LIMITED
Works, near Manchester

•
Licensed Manufacturers .

Castings
STERLING METALS LIMITED

Northey Road, Foleshill, Coventry
•

THE B I R M I N G H A M A L U M I N I U M
CASTING (1903) COMPANY LIMITED
Birmid Works, Smethwick, Birmingham

•
J. STONE & COMPANY LIMITED

Deptford, London, S.E.I4

Sheet, Extrusions, Forg'mgs & Tubes
JAMES BOOTH & CO. (1915) LIMITED

Argyle Street Works, Nechells,
Birmingham, 7

•
Sheet, Extrusions, Etc.
BIRMETALS LIMITED

Woodgate, Quinton, Birmingham

Suppliers of Magnesium and "Elektron"
Meta/ for the British Empire

F. A. HUGHES & C O . LIMITED
Abbey House, Baker St., London, N.W.I

VERSATILITY
through Seat Treatment

Elektron Magnesium Alloys are amenable to heat treatment.
By heat treatment the tensile strength can be increased by
70% and according to the particular treatment selected, this
improved strength can be accompanied by augmented
proof stress and hardness or by greatly increased elongation.
This means that without sacrificing the essential quality of
lightness, the characteristics of Elektron Magnesium Alloys
can be modified to give mechanical properties expressly
suitable for diverse types of service, so that the virtue of
versatility must be added to the many outstanding
features of Elektron Magnesium Alloys. These Alloys are
manufactured in Great Britain and ample supplies are available.

ELEKTRON
I REGISTERED TRADE MARK!

MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
THE CONSTRUCTIONAL METAL WITH THE HIGH STRENGTH/WEIGHT RATIO

T.G.S.
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ACS PARTS from stock
G E N E R A L M A C H I N I N G TO
CUSTOMERS' OWN DRAWINGS

BrownBrothers (AIRCRAFT l t d .
A ircraft Engineers,

GT. EASTERN ST., LONDON, E.C.2

M i V i V L f c in construction
SPACIOUS in design :.

LAMELIA
"LAMELLA" Steel Roofing provides the logical answer
to present day hangar requirements. It is simple to
erect, provides an absolutely clear interior—no pillars or
supports needed—and can be used effectively for all spans
from 30 ft. to 250 ft.
For more detailed information write for a copy of
"Architectural Beauty."

STEEL HANGARS_ S T E E L HANGARS
HORSELEY BRIDGE & THOMAS PIGGOTT LTD., HORSELEY WORKS, TIPTON. STAFFS.
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The standard R.A.F. twin-engine
trainer; fitted with Armstrong
Siddeley Cheetah X engines

AIRSPEED (1934) LIMITED, THE AIRPORT- PORTSMOUTH, ENGLAND. Telephone 2444 (3 lines)
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A / / Aircraft
Instruments made
by Short & Mason
Ltd. — who ore
entirely uncon-
nected with any
other Aircraft
Instruments man-
ufacturer—are
marked with their

name.

INSTRUMENTS
COMPLETE PANEL SETS, AERO COMPASSES,

SERVICE & CIVIL TYPES

SHORT & MASON
L.TD.

Contractor* to
AIR MINISTRY,

ADMIRALTY,
WAR OFFICE,

etc.,
COLONIAL and

FOREIGN
GOVERNMENTS

Sole Concessionaires
for

" Proton "
Aero Turn & Bank

Indicators

AVIATION & METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENT MANUFACTURERS
Catalogues on application to THE INSTRUMENT HOUSE & _ Aneroid Works, Macdonald Road, WALTHAMSTOW, E.17

A New Factory of any size on a Rental Basis

ASSISTANCE WITH CAPITAL

Contributions towards Rent, Rates and Income Tax

ABUNDANT LABOUR 1ZI

These are among the advantages that await the industrialist
who COmes to the Special Areas. In the Special Areas —in Northum-
berland and Durham, Scotland, South Wales and West Cumberland — labour is
plentiful, skilled and unskilled, male, female and juvenile. Transport communica-
tions are excellent, natural resources rich and varied. Conditions combine with
Government assistance to give industry a start free from all encumbrances — tlie
best start it has ever been offered in any country's industrial history.

IN YOUB OWN INTEREST, and that of the business you own or contemplate starting, you should
know the full scop of these important schemes of assistance. Write for complete information to
the Secretary, Commissioner for the Special Areas, Broadway Buildings, Broadway, London, S.W.I
(for England and Wales); or at 13 Carlton Terrace, Edinhurgh, 7 (for Scotland).
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Aircraft Pressings

A determined policy to spare no effort or
expense in making our methods of manu-
facture the very latest, and our products
the very best, has resulted in our factories
being operated to capacity filling con-
tracts for H.M. Government and the
largest Aircraft Constructors. V

In addition to large riveted Petrol and
Oil Tanks (up to 325 gallons), for the
manufacture of which we have installed
special machinery and heat treatment
plant, we produce Air Intakes, Exhaust
Manifolds, Cowlings and Engine Fairings,
Pilot Seats, Nose Cowls, Wheel Spats,
Ammunition Boxes, Pressings and General
Sheet Metal Work in large quantities.

Our factories have continually been
enlarged and new machinery and plant
installed to cope with the demand.

roumefo
161, WEST ROAD, NORTHUMBERLAND PARK,

TOTTENHAM, N.17
Telephone:
Telegrams:

Tottenham 2257-8-9
** Bromctpar, Souihtot, London.*

AIRCRAFT AND GENERAL SHEET METAL WORKERS
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F O R T H E H A W K E R H U R R I C A N E
It seems almost unnecessary for us to stress

the important part ptayed in the construction

of this machine by ~^":~; ~>'-. •.. " ; i ^ ; '

REYNOLDS
L I G H T A L L O Y S E C T I O N S , S H E E T & B A R .

REYNOLDS TUBE COMPANY LIMITED.
TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM, I I .

REYNOLDS ROLLING MILLS LIMITED.

AERONAUTICAL
INSTRUMENTS

K.B.B. COMPASSES AND
K.B.B. KOLLSMAN

SENSITIVE ALTIMETERS
are fitted on the

Imperial Airways

Empire

F ly ing Boats

Selected for use

after exhaustive

trials for their

Accuracy—
Reliability-
Long Life-
Sensitivity

Kelvin, Bottomley & Baird, Ltd., Glasgow, C.2
KELVIN WORKS, BASINQ.STOKE

London Office : 303 Shell-Mex House, Strand, W.C.2
Stand No. E122, Empire Exhibition, Scotland, 1938.

ALL SERVICES ON

AIR LINE ROUTES

FACTORY SITES
AVAILABLE

Large Clubhouse
All Welcomed

PUBLIC USE LICENCE

Enquiries
TOWN CLERK

WALSALL
Telephone : Walsali 2147

SIMMONDS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LTD.
^ ^HELL MEX HOUSE. LONDON, W.C.2.

Eee<s in ad countries new lypes of
aircraft accessories and components,

preferably patented, for devel6pment and pro-
duction by the manufacturing companies or the

SimmofuU Croup
throuehout the World.

MAKERS OF

AIRCRAFT
FITTINGS

PRESS TOOLS
J I G S . ETC.

coirs

PRESS WORK
CAPSTAN AND
LATHE WORK.
ON AIS MINISTRY i. ̂

A I D - APPROVED

WILLIAM H.COLE 8 CQLTP
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Telephone :
BROugh

121

CIRRUS ENGINE SECTION
BLACKBURN AIRCRAFT LIMITED

BROUGH EAST YORKS

Cables :
"OCIRRUSO

Broughyorks."
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A Hawker "Hind" plane, used in the Portuguese

Air force. One of the many types of

Aircraft flying regularly with Marconi Equipment

merit of Marconi apparatusEver sine

has been cl

efficiency. Marconi apparatus

three Air Transport companies In the

ry and Naval aiscr

regular!

an ihirty

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO.^J-tDr-^TicfRA HOUSE.
T E M P L E P L A C E , LONDON, -W7^2. Tel. TEMPLE BAR 4321.

Regd.

FLEXIBLE BEARINGS
& ANTI-VIBRATION

MOUNTINGS (.
Silentbloc anti-vibration Mountings are made in a large
variety of types and sizes for load ratings from } lb. to 35 1b.
for a deflection of 1 16th inch. These mountings are suitable
for the attachment of all types of aircraft instruments, radio
equipment, petrol tanks, etc.
Silentbloc Bearings can be supplied for loads ranging from
10 lb. to 10 tons, and are suitable for all types of pivotal
movements, and for insertion in all types of brackets where
it is desirable to eliminate shock and vibrations and to facili-
tate assembly where slight misalignment is present.
Special anti-vibration Mountings and Bearings
can be designed to meet any particular con-
ditions, and our Technical Department will be
pleased to give their advice on receipt of
details of any contemplated applications.
These components are being supplied to a
large number of aircraft manufacturers, and
are an entirely British production.

SILENTBLOC LTD.
VICTORIA GARDENS, LADBROKE RD., HOTTING HILL
SATE, LONDON, W.11. -Phone: PARK 9821

ilenlbtoc
bearing as
applied to
supporting
bracket.

Silentbloc Instrument
Mounting.

Our Asiociate Company. T. B. Andre Rubber
Co., Ltd., offer their Technical and Manufac-
turing facilities in special Engineering problems
concerning the application of rubber—either
natural or synthetic oil and heat resisting—
also direct adhesion of rubber to metal.
Address enquiries regarding the above and all
types of moulded rubber articles to ;—

T. B. ANDRE RUBBER Co. Ltd.,
Kingston-By-Pass, Surbiton, Surrey.
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DO 18

Landing

The successful flying boat of the type Do 18 left the
British Channel coast the 27th March 1938 for a non-
stop long distance flight and went down in Caraveiias
(Brazil) covering the 8500 km within 43 hours. A new
world's record and manifestation of german work.
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I F I T ' S K U B I E R . . . S E E I T S

MOSELEY
Sponge

Arm Rest

The miscellaneous items of manufactured Rubber
shown here serve to illustrate the service of
Moseley to the Aviation industry. Every product
manufactured by Moseley combines high quality
raw material with skilled craftsmanship resulting
in a standard of excellence impossible to surpass.

DAVID MOSELEY & SONS LTD., Ardwick, Manchester 12
Branches: LONDON BIRMINGHAM 1

GLASGOW SYDNEY (N.S.W.)
A.20

Engine
Mounting Blocks

YOU CAN'T GO FAR WITHOUT

RUBBER

purpose is
catered lor in

OIL STORAGE >

EQUIPMENT

* Indoor & outdoor outfits
, Portable outfits

Tallboy outfits
Barrel covers Drum shelters

Gear oil buckets ,

U.C. Lubricant outfits ~

\
Send for Illustrated Catalogue No. 95 I7-53 <° -~

THE VALOR COMPANY LTD
BIRMINGHAM: Bromford, Erdington

•nd LONDON: 120 Victoria Street. S.W.I
L. 4
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HORIZON

OVER 40,000
of these

INSTRUMENTS
are in Service

BRITISH MADE

DIRECTIONAL
GYRO

The large number of

BLIND FLYING
INSTRUMENTS

in use is evidence
of their RELIABILITY

and EFFICIENCY

Specify SPERRY Instruments
and ensure SAFETY

Write for full particulars to: THE SPERRY GYROSCOPE C O . LTD. , Great West Rd.. Brentford, Middx. Tel. : Eating 6771 (10 lines)

Blue

Bolts, etc., on the Hawker Hurricane
are a product of LISSON AIRCRAFT

* . — .

We specialise in all Aircraft machine
parts — N U T S , SCREWS, WASHERS
and BOLTS in 3S1, S61, S80, 5L1, etc.

LISSON AIRCRAFT &
Telephone :

PRECISION ENGINEERING CO., LTD
P R I O R Y W O R K S • B E L S I Z E R D . , N . W . 6 . Maida Vale 365718.
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The Outlook-
I.T.P.

MEMBERS of both Houses will have an opportunity
to-day of discussing the question of aircraft pro-
duction. The Debate may, in fact, be said to

constitute the equivalent of the Air Ministry's " I.T.P."
For the benefit of the uninitiated it may be explained that
in the aircraft industry, when negotiations between an
aircraft constructor and the Air Ministry have reached a

.certain stage, the constructor receives "Instructions To
Proceed." Parliament has long desired an opportunity
to challenge the Air Ministry about the progress of the
R.A.F. expansion, and doubtless the Opposition will try
to make the most of to-day's opportunity.

That an attempt will be made to make political capital
out of the present position may be taken for granted. It
is hardly to be expected that the Air Ministry's critics
will bother to remember that the difficulties with which
the aircraft industry is faced are not the fault of any
one man, of any one department in the Ministry, of any
one firm or group of firms in the aircraft industry. They
date back to the time when Great Britain was so busy
'' setting an example '' to the rest of the world; an
example which, needless to say, was not followed by
anyone.

The number of orders was few, in those days, and the
aircraft industry as a whole led a hand-to-mouth exist-
ence. Some twenty firms with designing staffs composed
the industry. Realising that it would be dangerous to let
these firms die, the Air Ministry did its best to keep
them all alive by trying to spread the few orders reason-
ably among the firms. But it was inevitable that at any
given moment one or two firms should be busy while
others had practically no work. Then the busy firm
would finish its orders and would be slack for a period,
another firm having, in the meantime, received orders
for a new type of aircraft.

That most firms had the very greatest difficulty in
keeping their technical staffs together is not to be wondered
at. Equally serious was the fact that the workers could
never be sure of steady employment for any length of

time. Two alternatives were available: either the
workers could travel from one part of the country to
another, following the orders, or they could leave the air-
craft industry and secure steady employment elsewhere.
Some followed one course and some the other, but ob-
viously neither did the aircraft industry any good.

In the circumstances it is scarcely surprising that when
the industry was faced with panic expansion difficulties
arose.

It would be well if to-day's critics in Parliament would
bear past history in mind. There is plenty to criticise,
but the blame for the present delays in production must
be laid at the door of past disarmament policies, framed
by several different Governments and agreed to by many
of those who are now loudest in their allegations of in-
efficiency. The trouble lies in the system rather than
with individuals. The system worked well enough in the
days of small orders and hand-made aircraft. It has
broken down under the stress of quantity production.

Reorganisation

NOTHING in this world is easier than to criticise.
That things are not going too well all admit.
What is needed is a reorganisation not only of

the Air Ministry's technical departments, but of the air-
craft industry itself. In this week's issue of Flight we
publish an article by a production engineer, whose pre-
vious articles have explained some of the present troubles.
This week he offers a suggestion for such reorganisation.
Flight does not necessarily agree with all the suggestions.
We do not even say that "Production Engineer's "
scheme is sound or workable. But unless someone pro-
vides a basis for discussion we shall never get anywhere.

Our contributor makes suggestions for speeding-up Air
Ministry procedure, chiefly by a system of decentralisa-
tion, thereby hoping to cut out the vast amount of inter-
office correspondence which at present causes delays in
giving decisions.

His proposed reduction of types to seven will doubt-
less be opposed in some quarters, but as our contributor
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states in an epigrammatic remark " I t is better to have
100 per cent, output with 95 per cent, efficiency than 25
per cent, output with 100 per cent, efficiency. '

At first sight the suggestion that the number of parent
firms should be reduced to not more than ten appears not
a little startling. But when one comes to analyse it there
is certainly something to be said for it from the point of
view of production efficiency.

Some years ago such a system would have been down-
right dangerous in that it would have limited the number
01 skilled design staffs and robbed the industry of the in-
centive of keen competition. In present circumstances,
however, there is no competition; or, rather, the competi-
tion is not for orders, of which there are ample, but for
skilled men, of whom there are too few.

Actually, it one looks around the British aircraft industry
it is found that, purely by a natural process of evolution
and not by the rather arbitrary selection suggested by our
contributor, firms have specialised to a large extent on
certain types or classes of aircraft. Certain firms have for
years been associated with large bombers; others with
single-seater fighters; others again with Fleet Air Arm
machines, and so forth. So that the limitation proposed
is not quite as drastic as it may appear to the reader at first
sight.

That there would be difficulties and objections may be
admitted, but "needs must when the devil drives."
Specialisation in design and manufacture is needed if the
desired output is to be obtained. There are other ways
than that suggested by the production engineer who contri-
butes to our columns, and we shall be glad to have the views
of people in the aircraft industry who have alternatives to
put forward.

As an instance of how specialisation was not merely sug-
gested but put into practical operation one may quote the
early days of all-metal construction. One of the first firms
to specialise on rolling and drawing spar sections in strip
steel was Boulton and Paul, Ltd. They standardised a
certain number of spar flanges and a certain number of
webs. By various combinations of these, and using
slightly different gauges of strip, a range of spars was pro-
vided wide enough to cover all possible requirements. The
idea was not adopted, and all the other firms spent time
and money on producing their own spars, but fundament-
ally the scheme was quite sound. A modern equivalent of
it would do much to help production

Royal Interest

THE Royal Air Force and the British aircraft industry
have good cause for being grateful for the great
interest which His Majesty King George VI is

taking in their work. The visits to R.A.F. stations early
this week, described on p. 474, were a continuation of the
series of inspections being made by His Majesty, which
began with a visit to Cranwell in January and to the
shadow factories in March, in addition to visits to several
aircraft constructors' works. Everywhere those honoured
by his visits have been impressed by the King's obvious
knowledge of the subject and by his appreciative interest.

They do not forget that His Majesty first became
associated with the service in 1917, when he was posted to
Cranwell, nor that the following year he joined the Head-
quarters Staff of the Independent Air Force in France,
afterwards taking a course of iiying instruction at Croydon
and qualifying as a pilot. Nor do they overlook the
subsequent career of the King in the Royal Air Force,
culminating in his appointment to Marshal of the R.A.F.
in December, 1936. What surprises and impresses is that,
amid his innumerable other duties, and interests (His
Majesty is one of the hardest-worked men in the country
to-day) he should still be able to keep himself so thoroughly
well-informed and up-to-date in all aviation matters.

It would obviously be impossible for the King to visit
every R.A.F. station in the country, and his recent visits
to four were carefully planned to represent one station iu
each of the R.A.F. Commands' at home, viz., Fighter,
Bomber, Coastal, and Training Commands. On. these
visits His Majesty met the chiefs of the different
Commands and other officers of the R.A.F. and thus
strengthened his already close association with the Service,
a fact which must be a source of gratification to every
officer and man in the R.A.F.

At the conclusion of his tour by air His Majesty sent
the following message to the R.A.F.: —

'' I have spent an interesting and enjoyable day with
the Royal Air Force and I would like them to know how
impressed 1 am with all that I have seen.

" I congratulate them on the determined and successful
way in which they are meeting the heavy demands made
upon them by the expansion of their service, and I send
tb*>rn mv best wishes."

OUT AND UP : This unusual picture by a Flight photographer shows the Armstrong Whitworth Ensign tucking-up
ner wheels as she takes off from her makers' aerodrome. She was due to go to Martlesham yesterday.
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,|"HE KING'S ENVOY : A;p^sir^,impression of the Royal Airspeed Envoy (two Armstrong-Siddeley Cheetah IX), in which,
.. as related elsewhere in this issue, His Majesty toured between four representative Royal Air Force stations last Monday.

Formidable

THIS week it has become possible to describe in detail
the latest single-seater fighter to go into service with
the R.A.F. The Hawker Hurricane can be definitely

claimed to be not only the fastest fighter in service in the
K.A.F. but in the world. Official performance figures are
not available, but it is estimated that the Hurricane's top
speed at its operational height is in the neighbourhood of
330 m.p.h.

Nor is performance the only attribute of the machine.
It carries a formidable armament in the form of eight
Browning 0.303m. belt-fed guns, placed in the wings. -As
these guns are essentially similar to the type MG-40 which
the Colt company has been exporting to various countries
over a .period of years, it may be taken that their rate of
lire is in the region of 20 rounds per second, so that even
with the short bursts of fire which are all that modern air
fighting is likely to afford, something like 150 projectiles
converge on the target in every second the trigger is kept
depressed. It will take a staunch crew in a bombing air-
craft to face such a hail of concentrated fury.

So far as can be gathered, comparable fighters now going
into service abroad have two or four machine guns. The
French Morane has two wing guns and a 20 mm. shell-
gun on the Hispano engine, and the older, gull-winged
Polish P.Z.L. P.24 as supplied to Turkey has two shell-
guns in the wings and a pair of synchronised machine guns
in the fuselage. The latter machines are, however, said
-to be tricky to land and have caused the Turkish pilots
considerable difficulty, whereas the Hurricane, with its
flaps and well-harmonised controls, is relatively easy to
land.

The wing structure of the Hurricane is very sturdy, and
should the Air Ministry decide to adopt shell-guns, these
could, presumably, be installed.

Other End of the Telescope
A S we have remarked in Flight before, there seems to

/-% be in this country a naive sort of belief in American
production capacity, a feeling that it is unlimited.

That view we -do not share, and it is interesting to find
confirmation in this month's issue of our contemporary,
American Aviation. On the subject of the British mission
at present visiting the United States, that journal says :

Immediate delivery cannot be guaranteed by any
manufacturer, and it is only too well known that, in case
of wax, exports would likely be shut down by the State
D e p a r t m e n t . " . . - * - • " , . ; . . *• -•.

Commenting on the- fact that French and Italian mis-
sions are also in America at present, our contemporary
says that, "while it appeared likely that some orders
would result from the visit, . . . it was pointed out that
nations engaging in large purchases usually do • so with
utmost secrecy, and that . the British are not likely to
load up with U.S. airplanes with all the attendant diffi-
culties of replacement, training, etc." Which is precisely
what was pointed out in last week's Flight article by
'' Production Engineer.''

"Manufacturing representatives," American Aviation
continues, " were in one accord HI welcoming the visitors,
but were not inclined to get over-excited. Expansion of
plant facilities is costly when replacement orders are not
to be forthcoming, and most plants are working at near
capacity. [The italics are ours.] Canadian factories
could supply many types of U.S. military aircraft through
previous purchases of designs and production rights."

The answer to the last sentence is that there would be
no point in Canadian factories supplying U.S. types. If
Canadian factories are to be roped in for production pur-
poses, as obviously they should, the logical thing to do
is to put them on producing British aeroplanes.

DIARY OF FORTHCOMING EVENTS—PAGE 465
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(Left) Reception : Mr. Griffith Brewer, veteran R.Ae.S. member and still a private-owner pilot, welcomed by the Vice-President,
Mr. F. Handley Page, and Mrs. Handley Page. (Above) A general view.

THE R.Ae.$. GARDEN PART'
A Still Bigger and Better Affair at Fairey's Aerodrome : Widely Assorted Civil a

Y EAR by year the Royal Aeronautical Society's
Garden Party—last Sunday's was the fourth—
becomes less and less of a garden party and more and
more of a flying display on the grand scale.

True, an official reception, a very nicely served tea, and
a (theoretically) restricted entree are retained. But May
has proved so fickle at the Great West Aerodrome during
recent years that garden-party frocks are at a discount;
escorts seem to prefer green Tyrolean pork-pies to toppers :

and even the band appears to have thrown up Sullivan in
favour of Cole Porter.

Not that the annual curtain-raiser to the flying season
has suffered one whit by this onslaught of informality.
It is accepted that everybody comes to see the newest and
best in British aviation, civil and military, to meet old
friends, and to enjoy himself or herself generally.

Among the 4,000-odd guests were the Secretary of State
for Air, Lord Swinton; ambassadors, ministers, charges

• Flight " photograph*

All in the picture : Westland Lysander over Vickers Wellington, and Bristol Blenheim over Fairey P.4/34.
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Military Aircraft Entertain 4,000 Visitors

d 'affaires and air attaches of a dozen nations; members
of the Parliamentary Air Committee; and high officers of
the Air Council and Royal Air Force.

And among the aeroplanes—but where to begin amid
such a wealth of fabric, metal and wood shining in cool,
intermittent sunlight? By force of numbers, a line of
six Bristol Blenheims of No. 61 (B.) Squadron, from
Hemswell, Lincoln, at once took the eye. Yet perhaps
it would be wisest to commence with the aircraft which
were demonstrated for the edification of the visitors on
Mr. C. R. Fairey's expansive greensward.

Where flying characteristics permitted, demonstrations were
given in pairs. The Cub. Sport (4oh.p. Continental)—late
Taylor Cub—and the Chilton monoplane (32 h.p. Carden) led
off. Mr. P. B Elwell, in the former, put this cabin tandem-
seater into a nice variety of postures to prove its controlla-
bility, his offerings including a series of tight loops and some
aileron turns. Mr. R. L. Porteous, evidently determined
to consolidate the favourable opinions which had been center-
ing round the pretty single-seater Chilton as it stood on the
ground, indulged in a series of " shootings-up " at high speed
and negligible altitude, the little Carden humming as sweetly

'as any sewing machine. At one time he " dusted " the grass
at a good 100 m.p.h.

It was a stroke of showmanship to put something as big as
the Vickers Wellington (two Pegasus) next on the list. Look-
ing a " heavy " rather than the " medium " which (until such
classification was recently abandoned) it was officially desig-
nated, it made a grimly inspiring sight as Fit. Lt. Summers
took it skyward in a series of steep climbing turns, the sun-
light glinting dully on camouflage and windows ; perhaps it was
as well that Mr. B. N. Wallis was not with us, earlier, to
overhear an observation by a sweet young thing after a
close study of the geodetics through the fuselage windows:
" I wonder why the window frames are so strong and com-
plicated? It must be to prevent the glass blowing in when
the thing is going fast."

Percivality
The programme returning to pairs again, Capt. Percival

flew his new Q.6 (two Gipsy Sixes) in company with a Vega
Gull (one ditto) in the hands of Mr. D. M. Bay. Never can
a family resemblance between two aircraft of different types
from the same factory have been more clearly marked. Most
people were seeing Capt. Percival's little airliner for the first
time, and most, one feels, liked its looks. In spite of the
established cult of retractability there is something pleasing
about the appearance of a neatly trousered undercart on a
twin-engined low-wing monoplane. The " Q ship," by the
way, cruises at 183 m.p.h.

Mr. H. W. Skinner was down to fly the Phillips and Powis
Kestrel-engined trainer, but the machine was an absentee, and
he took up a Magister instead, putting it through a convinc-
ing series of aerobatics which included two longish spins.

There followed the tricycle-wheeled Monospar, now sold to
the Air Ministry for research and wearing R.A.F. colours. Mr.
Hollis Williams persistently took it off and put it down—
hard, from a variety of angles—in order to prove that from
such'treatment the new redesigned undercarriage emerges not
only unbroken, but also unbent. He showed, too, how the
ground-ha-dling qualities of the tricycle resemble those of a
car rather than of an aeroplane.

Performing at the same time was the Taylorcrait, which is,

f '"

" Flight " pl-.viograph.

Somebody wanted to know if Calpnrnia had been well greased underneath—just in case.
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Some personalities : (left to
right) Gliding enthusiasts—
Miss Amy Johnson and Mrs.
Kay Petre ; S i r H a r r y
Brittain and the misses Mary,
Anne and Elizabeth Handley
Page ; the Duke of Richmond
and Gordon, Mr. E. Hordern,

and Mrs. Tyndall.

so to speak, the other branch of the diversion from the original
Taylor Cub. This is quite a luxurious little side-by-side-seater
with the 40 h.p. Continental flat four, and a car-like instru-
ment panel from which project two control wheels. Mr. Field-
Richards demonstrated it for the concessionnaires, Prentice Air
Services, ol Ipswich.

Next came Fit. Lt. Christopher Staniland with the slim
Fairey P.4/34 (1,000 h.p. Rolls-Royce Merlin), which is the
younger and rather smaller sister of the Battle. At past
R.Ae.S. Garden Parties, S.B.A.C. Displays and so forth,
Staniland's demonstrations have been a star turn, consisting as
they have of vertical turns, rolls and so forth performed at an
almost indecently low altitude. This year, one imagined, he
had been asked to apply the soft pedal lest, perchance, some
member of the Parliamentary Air Committee or other valuable
guest expire of heart failure. So his usual act was performed
at rather greater height, which did not mean that his rolis-
ofi-loops, climbing rolls, rocket loops or what-have-you were
any less perfectly executed. The Merlin, too, did its best to
make up for any lost spectacular value by occasionally emitting
an inspiring series of bangs, with puffs and streamers of black
smoke, when the throttle was cut.

Mr. A. H. C. A. Rawson delighted the crowd with the little
Kay Gyroplane (75 h.p. Pobjoy R), the constructors of which
were Odie, Bradbury and Cull, of Southampton Airport. He
demonstrated an almost direct take-off, although the machine,
with its controllable-incidence rotor blades, makes no claim to
"jump s tar t" capabilities. His subsequent display of the
Gyroplane's controllability contrasted curiously with the fact

' Flight " photograph.
that (according to the programme) lateral control is by socktng
action of the stick.

Came the first tea interval, and so great was the crowd that
even a whole squadron of marquees could not engulf the
onslaught. The London Gliding Club put up a fine show of
modern sailplaning methods, though, unfortunately, in sucli
a remote corner of the aerodrome that it was witnessed mainly
by urchins who had climbed in by the back way.

Miss Amy Johnson, and others, were winch-launched in
the Kirby Kite, a process which can be a little jerky and
hectic, for it appears that the rules of the game encourage the
O/C. winch to change gear while the sailplane, kite-like, is
climbing steeply on the end of its string. \7.~

Mr. Dudley Hiscox, in the shapely Slingsby Gull, was aero-
towed, and so was Mr. Philip Wills, British distance-record
holder, in the Minimoa,, a sailplane that is as graceful as its
name. Cast off, both found thermal currents and circled slowly
upwards and away out of sight. Mr. Hiscox landed at
Northolt some two hours later; of Mr. Wills there was still no
report by the end of the afternoon, though it transpired that
he had put down at Heston.

A strange, self-sufficient but delightful race, these sail-
pianists. Listening to them on Sunday, we began to feel con-
vinced that long experience has enabled them to see their
precious thermals, possibly as long, quivering, reddish-black
columnar affairs, to be pursued and jumped upon at all costs.

The Gipsy-engin«d Cadet in which Mr. Mark Lacayo had
been doing the aero-towing, coming in over the boundary with
the long towline trailing below, connected with the roadside

• Flight' photograph
Making its public bow : The Marendaz Mark III, not quite finished but looking eager to go somewhere quickly. It seats

four, and the motor is a Gipsy Six.
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Back to those happy-go-lucky days : the old-timers' park, w th the Gordon-Bennett Bleriot flanked by two less racy Bleriots.

telephone wires, to their not inconsiderable detriment.
• And so back to this grim and earnest power-flying business,

ap exemplified in the Bristol Blenheim (two Mercury VIII).
P'lt. Lt. C. A. Washer gave a most impressive demonstration of
this popular (if the word can be so used) medium bomber.
His dives, fly-pasts and climbs gave tangibility to such figures
as: ' 'Top speed, 280 m.p.h. at 15,000ft.; climb, 20,000ft. in
13 min." In one long, soaring climb he rocketed straight up
towards one of the high-flying sailplanes, and only turned
away when—so it looked from the ground—comparatively
near. It would be interesting to know how much Mr. Wills
(or was it Mr. Hiscox?) saw, and heard, of that little incident.

A second tea interval was occupied by demonstrations of
historical aircraft, such as can be ' ' comic old crocks '' only
to those too young to recognise and remember the bitter-sweet
smell of castor oil and the thratter-thratter-thratter of a rotary
engine.

It was a brave reunion of veterans, some rebuilt but none
modernised. Mr. R. G. J. Nash had a 1909 Bleriot (22 h.p.
fan-type Anzani) of the kind in which its designer flew the
Channel, together with a positively racy-looking Bleriot of
1911 vintage, actually a Gordon-Bennett race machine capable
of over 80 m.p.h. with a 50 h.p. Gnome seven-cylinder rotary.

Mr. R. O. Shuttleworth had assembled a Bleriot XIV (20 h.p.
fan-type Anzani) ; a 1911 Deperdussin monoplane (25 h.p. Y-
type Anzani replacing original fan type); a Sopwith Pup
(80 h.p. seven-cylinder Le Rhone); and a Hanriot (no h.p.
Le Rhone). . .. _ • -«_.* •

Hands-off \ \ r ~ -y :- i
Mr. Shuttleworth and Mr. A. J. Edmunds both put up fine

shows on the " Dep." making a number of circuits at about
45-50 m.p.h. and several hundred feet, but the Bleriot XIV
was sulky, and refused to do more than hop. Mr. Shuttle-
worth told us that the Deperdussin can be flown quite easily
hands-ofL

Sqn. Ldr. A. N. Wheeler flew the Pup and the Hanriot,
throwing a loop on the former. Both those war-time fighters
had a distinct family resemblance ; the Hanriot factory built
Sopwiths under licence. The French machine, in particular,
had a climb that almost suggested the modern fighter; it
could certainly outclimb the average club trainer of to-day.

An interested (and one, suspects, slightly wistful) spectator
watching the veterans was Mr. A. E. Grimmer, who in pre-
war days owned and flew the Doperdussin and one of the
Bleriots. It was in his store-yard that Mr. Shuttleworth found
the components with which to reconstruct the machines.

The snail of a v.p. airscrew recalled us to the present day ;
to watch Mr. H. J. Penrose taking up the Westland Lysander
(Mercury XII) at the most incredible angle, straight off the
ground ; and thereafter flying it, slow and fast, in equally im-
probahle attitudes, all made possible by its slots and flaps ;
the latter come into operation automatically at the bidding
of the full-length leading-edge slots. Later Lysanders are to
have the Bristol Perseus.

And then came what was undoubtedly the most impressive
moment of the day. The soft, booming roar of 3,000 h.p.
of Pegasus XC drew all eyes skyward to see the Short Empire
boat Calpurnia approaching at low altitude. She crossed the
aerodrome at a bare 100ft., circled, and came along in front of
tho enclosures even lower—certainly her keel cannot have been
more than 50ft. from the grass. Her pilot—Capt. L. A. Eggles-
field, of Imperial Airways—then climbed, made a number of
steep turns, and took his charge back whence he had come.

No. 61 (B) Squadron departed, Blenheim by Blenheim, to
reform above the aerodrome and treat us to a brief display of

formation drill; a trio of Mikron-engined two-seater Tipsy
monoplanes (Messrs. Brian Allen, Ward and Birkett up) gave
a lively display, collectively and individually; and Mr. G. N.
Wikner put the Wicko monoplane through some aerobatics
(including a spin) which came oddly but convincingly from
such an eminently comfortable and civilised cabin aeroplane.

The Luton Buzzard single-seater Anzani vee-twin-engined
monoplane appeared in a new and pleasing form, a transparent
cockpit cover fairing neatly into the pusher engine and airscrew
mounting, with a large airscrew spinner to complete the aero-
dynamic form.

Mr. Robert Kronfeld acted as demonstrator, but had been
in the air for only a few minutes when he had the wretched
luck to crash, fortunately without the slightest injury to him-
self. We did not witness the mishap, which occurred on the
far side of the aerodrome, but Mr. Kronfeld said afterwards
that another machine went into a steep turn immediately in
front of him, forcing him into an equally steep turn at a low
altitude in order to avoid it. The Buzzard touched the grass
with a whig-tip at about 75 m.p.h. and cartwheeled, breaking
its tail. Mr. Kronfeld, as we have said, was quite unhurt
(which speaks well, in a negative sort of way, for ultra-lights
in general), but was naturally upset at the occurrence; he
had only tried the Buzzard for the first time that day, or pos-
sibly the day before, and expressed himself charmed with
its qualities.

Thus ended the flying display, but few moved for the car
parks until they had seen the grand finale—a vast petrol-fed
bonfire piled against a wall of Durasteel. The wall remained
a wall and apparently transmitted practically na heat to the
far side, in spite of temperature of 2,500 deg. F. or so. This
material figured in the static show, which is dealt with on
pages 462 and 463.

Power quiescent : Bristol engines in the " static'' show,
with a sleeve-valve Aquila in the foreground.
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The new Fairey iully-teathering airscrew. It is hydraulically
_ operated.

Among the scores of aircraft present—-there were over too
private-owner arid/or club machines alone—were some which
deserve mention , they were not (so far as we could see in the
slightly rehashed scheme 01 things) actually demonstrated, but
they toed the official lines.

Thus, in the line-up of fifty-odd machines, one found such
new types as the Miles Monarch and the Marendaz. The Mon-
arch {which was illustrated in Flight of March 24) may be
regarded as a successor to the Whitney Straight, being powered
with a ijoh.p D.H. Gipsy Major (fixed-pitch airscrew) and
having similar main dimensions. There is, however, a third
seat, increasing the loaded weight by 150 lb Cruising (130
m.p.h.) and maximum (145 ns.p.h.) speeds remain the same
as those of the Straight. With a comfortable and luxurious
interior, the Monarch embodies several other features the
details of which remain, for the moment, undisclosed; among
them is a device best described as a glide control. '

. A Neivcomer ^ -V .^ i " O
The Marendaz Mark III is a complete newcomer, a wooden

cantilever monoplane designed by International Aircraft, of
Barton, Beds, as a luxury private-owner or charter type.
Powered with a 200 h.p. Gipsy Six, it seats tour, and has a
number of interesting detail points. There is a retractable
undercarriage, dual wheel control. Marendaz full-span flaps,
and a cabin enclosure giving plenty ol "daylight ' The ex-
ample shown, which arrived by road with dope barely dry,
was obviously experimental, with a much-tabbed and rather
incomplete-looking tail unit, but its general lines give promise
of sound performance.

Walking down the line, one found such varied types as
Mr. A. J. Walter's Cub with Everel single-blade airscrew
(which. Mr. Bill Shackleton tells us, has just received Depart-
ment of Commerce approval for all American engines up to
165 h.p. and which is the subject of a U.S Government 500
order for training types), a Cygnet, bearing the name of its
new parents, General Aircraft; assorted airline equipment in
the shape of a Jersey Airways' D.H.86, an Olley Air Service
Rapide, and a Short Scion Senior; the Monospar'ambulance;
the At pin pusher, described on page 479 of this issue; the Lock-
heed 12A John Knox, shown by Brian Allen Aviation, the
Hordetn-Richmond Autoplane; and—representing the host's
house, so to speak—a Fairey Swordfish.and three Battles, two
of them displaying Belgian colours, and the differences of finish
and equipment favoured by that country.

So much for machines, though a visit to the visiting-aircraft
park would have provided a story in itself had space permitted,
which it does not It seems apposite to pass from the
" dynamic ' to the " static " part of the party by way of
an exhibit which might be said to fall nicely between both —
wind tunnel work on top of a cai. as represented by Mr W E'
Gray's mobile-outfit lor testing an improvement on Mr 11 B.
Irving's " book-form " flap Mr Gray has added a *mall
servo trailing edge, which reduces the control-stick loads
almost to vanishing point, yet gives flap stability at all speeds.

And so to the big hangar for a look round the "statics."
The show was, metaphorically, in the nature of a museum;
by which we mean nothing derogatory to the exhibits—simply
that everything was shown "By courtesy of Messrs. So-and-
s o " rather than on a prominently signboarded trade stand.

THE STATIC SHOW
Metals in Aircraft

Metal tubing seems to be " as putty " in the hands of Accles
and Pollock. Apart from large steel tubes, manipulated,
smooth-bored and heat-treated, the firm showed ratchet tube
and " the smallest tube in the world."

Perhaps for fear of disappointing one or other of their many
departments, High Duty Alloys, Ltd., brought along some
product from each. It was impossible to single out for men-
tion any particular exhibit from the engine stampings, alloy

_ samples, or macro and micro specimens; all were of equal
interest.

Nitralloy steels have been developed by Thos. Firth and John
Brown, Ltd., and they are produced by low-temperature treat-
n.ent in ammonia gas. A nitrided cylinder was displayed as
an example of this surface-hardening treatment.

Stainless steels (now used extensively in many aircraft—fleet
types in particular) are chosen for, among other properties,
their resistance to corrosion. Parts of the Supermarine Walrus
were shown among steel stampings, valves and other products
by Firth Vickers Stainless Steels, Ltd.

Well-executed examples of welding in the form of tail wheel
forks, exhaust pipes, etc., were shown by the Harborough Air-
craft Construction Co., Ltd.

. Coolers and Heaters
Taking excess heat from the engine and putting it into the

cabin is the mission of Robertsons Oil Coolers, Ltd. A light
alloy combined cooler and heater fitted to the Westland
Lysander was shown as an example.

Although cabin heaters and combined oil and glycol radiators
formed part of their display, considerable interest was shown
in the cut-away anti-surge tank, the design of Gallay, Ltd.
The bafiies move with the opening of the filler cap and prevent
air locks.

Aero Engines, Airscrews and Accessories
From their range of motors, Armstrong Siddeley, Ltd., chose

the medium-supercharged 355 h.p. Cheetah IX engine for ex-
hibition. The engine has direct drive and was in this case
cowled in the characteristic partly helmeted style.

As usual, the superb finish of the Bristol Aquila and
Pegasus XVIII engines was greatly admired. Those who had •
previously been privileged to visit the Bristol engine works at
Filton recalled that the production engines are just as well
finished, although not, perhaps, quite so artistically painted.

Perhaps the most successful small aero engine in the world,
the Gipsy Major I was well chosen to represent De Havilland
Aircraft in the Gipsy,engine section. It followed, too, that
the smallest v.p. airscrew produced in the world should have
a central position. An example of the 1 .ooo-size model could
be seen slowly alternating between coarse and fine pitch.

For those who did not .know the inner working ol the
24-cylinder " H" shaped Napier-Halford Dagger, a show-case
contained the complete " movement" in mesh Photographs
showed recent Napier installations, and a Flight drawing pre-
dicted the appearance of the Handley Page Herelord with two
Dagger VIII engines.

Merlin installations were to be seen in the aircraft park in
Battles, Belgian and English, and in the Fairey P.4/34, while
in Rolls-Royce's own section the familiar vee'twelve'Cylinder
engine lines were represented by a highly polished 990 h.p.
Merlin. > . • ... . •

The large three-bladed size 1.000 controllable-pitch airscrew
on the Fairey stand seemed to indicate that the Fairey Aviation
Co..'Ltd., has been-making progress with the work which the
company has now had in hand lor several years. This par-
ticular specimen has an extremely neat hub, which is applic-
able to metal or wooden blades It is ol the hydraulic type,
with 360 deg. movement, and blades can be removed for
inspection without upsetting the pitch setting.

The beautiful finish of the " Rexford " blades of airscrews
for Gipsy Six and Gipsy Twelve engines drew favourable
comment from visitors to the -Bakelite stand, and next door
J Burns, Ltd.. showed something of what can be done with
Bakelite components on aircraft. That plastics will play an
increasing part is becoming quite obvious.

Readers of Flight who were familiar with the airscrew
products of Jablo. Ltd., found interesting visual confirmation
on the stand, where the process was well illustrated I he
finished and part-sectioned blade of compressed and improved
wood was particularly convincing, as were also the test'speci-
mens and test results.
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TIGER ENGINES ARE INSTALLED IN THE
IMPERIAL AIRWAYS "ENSIGN" AIR LINER

R/WSTRONG
'IDDELEY
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Follow the Imperial 'ENSIGN'
In building this fleet of gigantic high-wing mono-

planes for Imperial Airways, Sir W. G. Armsirong-

Whitworth Aircraft Ltd. usedvAlclad'17st and 24st

for wings, fuselage, ribs, stringers and main spars

Once again it has been our privilege to supply

the material for a major development in aircraft

construction. When, in addition, it is realised that
xNoral' alloys are used extensively in the latest

R.A.F. Bombers and Fighters, it will be appreciated

that the alloys supplied by the Northern Aluminium

Company must have outstanding characteristics.

To be chosen again and again for the building of

aircraft to uphold Britain's supremacy in the air is

an honour accorded only to products of proved

merit. 'Noral' a'uminium alloys are non-warping,

non-corroding, fireproof and they offer many

constructional advantages, saving time and labour,

whicS is nol possible with wood and fabric.

Fol'ow the Imperial 'Ensign.' Build in a'uminium

—the metal of the future!

Designers of the giant commercial 'planes and of light aircraft
are invited to consult our Advisory Service for technical data
on the use of 'Noral' alloys.

NORTHERN ALUMINIUM^.///
I J U S H H O U S E , A L D W Y C H , LONDON, w.c .2 T e l e p h o n e : TEMPLE BAR 8844 T e l e g r a m s : NORALUCO, BUSH, LONDON

and at BAN BURY, B IRMINGHAM. BRISTOL, COVENTRY, GLASGOW, MANCHESTER, N EWCASTLE-ON-TYN E & SHEFFIELD

A.C.6
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Carburetters for high-powered engines grow more compact
and complicated, but their controls become, if anything,
simpler and more automatic. It is doubtful whether the un-
initiated gathered much concerning the carburetter's construc-
tion from the large example shown by H.M. Hobson Com-
ponents, Ltd., but they were able to be told about the inside
of, and see the outside of, the main units, and work the
throttle and inter-control levers.

Parts which even the most ardent aircraft enthusiast is apt
to leave to the other man are the electricalities. Rotax, Ltd.,
however, deal adequately with these, and their examples cf
starters, motors, fuse boxes and cut-outs left no doubt as to
their solidity of construction and quality.

Wheels, Brakes and Tyres
The sheer size of the demonstration unit attracted most

visitors to the stand of Aircraft Components, Ltd., but George
Dowt'y's new pre-selector flap control was spotted instantly
by the more discriminating as a development worth watching.
The advantages of being able to select in advance the flap
position one wants and then, when the time comes, merely to
'' press the button ' ' is obvious. Nor is this new development
confined to flap control.

Among the extensive selection of hydraulic equipment shown
by Automotive Products, Ltd., it was interesting to find the
hand-pump outfit for operating the bolts of wing-folding gear.
Gone are the days when one struggled with recalcitrant wing-
folding bolts. A few strokes of the pump, and the bolts in
both wings move in and out smoothly. This equipment is
fitted on, among other aircraft, the Blackburn Fleet Air Arm
machines.

The Avery'brake, which is of, the disc type, was shown in
section, and its neatness was thus well brought out. More of
a novelty was the self-sealing coupling which enables a pipe-
line to be quickly " broken " and connected up again. When
one joint is broken, the coupling automatically seals the -par-
ticular section of pipeline.

Twenty-five years of aero wheel development were covered
by the 1913 600x100 w'heels and the 1938 1120x380 wheel
shown on the Palmer stand.

A huge Dunlop wheel and tyre as fitted to the Ensign class
of airliner was certainly a striking exhibit, but closer interest
was shown in sections of leading-edge carrying Dunlop anticer
equipment; the method is the percolation of an anti-freeze
liquid through specially prepared fabrics spread over the lead-
ing edge.

Of the pneumatic, hydraulic and mechanical air brakes pro-
duced by Bendix, Ltd., a mock-up of the D.H. Albatross
pneumatic braking system was chosen as an example and the
differential control mechanism between rudder and brakes was
sectioned for closer examination.

\::.:; ? :S: :^r;: Tools and Equipment
As lubrication equipment experts, Tecalemit, Ltd., showed

several fittings, oil guns, filters, etc. Their recently introduced
oil pump also featured, as a component in the Tecalemit
hydraulic actuating system, and a refuelling nozzle was
demonstrated.

In a show-case containing as fine a selection of Desoutter
drills as one could see, there rested a minute r.2 c.c. internal-
combustion engine made for experiment by Mr. C. Desoutter.
It develops i/28th h.p. at 6,ooo"r.p.m.

A very handy transportable air compressor spraying plant
was shown by Grice and Young, and on this stand was also
exhibited a wooden airscrew made by the newly formed
Hordern-Richmond concern.

Those visitors whose special interest lay in works equipment

found much to be admired in the riveting machines shown
by the Bifurcated and Tubular Rivet Co., Ltd. One was for
flush-riveting skin plates, and the other demonstrated normal
riveting with semi-tubular rivets.

Instruments and Radio
The name Marconi has ever been linked with pioneer work,

and the tradition was maintained by the A.D.67 transmitter
used by Imperial Airways on the experimental transatlantic
flights last year.

An ingenious working model illustrated the automatic pilot
on the stand of the Sperry Gyroscope Co., Ltd The pilot
controlled a model aircraft of 3ft. span, and a miniature instru-
ment panel showed exactly what was happening.

Modesty seems to have been the keynote in planning the
stand of Smith's Aircraft Instruments, Ltd., for but a very
minute percentage of the firm's huge range was shown. Air-
craft designers who visited the stand were probably most
interested in the new "chassis indicator." In spite of several
years' experience, there is still a little uncertainty about re-
tracting undercarriages, and the new indicator should be a
welcome auxiliary.

The name Kollsman figured prominently in the range of alti-
meters and rate-of-climb indicators on the stand of Kelvin,
Bottomley and Baird, Ltd. An electrical tachometer was so
sensitive that a steady reading could not be obtained with the
hand-turned demonstration model.

Among the interesting instruments shown by the Cambridge
Instrument Co., Ltd., the recording vibrograph was much
appreciated. This instrument determines the extent and
periodicity of vibrations in aircraft structures and thus has
many applications.

Buildings
Air raid protection is among the business of Nissen Buildings,

Ltd., and carefully planned structures, shown in model form,
of shelters, first-aid posts and cleansing stations gave rise to
many a speculative remark among the visitors.

Specially prepared protection panelling by Durasteel Roofs,
Ltd., used in conjunction with corrugated iron and steel frame-
work can be used to withstand even a one-kilogram incendiary
bomb. Examples of construction for such work could be seen,
and later, as already recorded, a convincing demonstration was
given on the aerodrome.

Dope
That the need for dopes and protective finishes did not dis-

appear with the coming of stressed-skin construction was
revealed by a visit to the Cellon stand, where some of the most
up-to-date processes were shown.

Enclosures
Perhaps the outstanding impression formed by a visit to the

stand of I.C.I., Ltd., and Mouldrite, Ltd., was the great pro-
gress made in forming Perspex to quite sharp double curvatures
without getting bad optical distortion.

Fire Protection
Smart suiting for use on the fire tender, as supplied to the

Air Ministry, and large and small portable asbestos screens,
were witness to the continued war on fire waged by Bells'
Asbestos Co.

Aircraft
After the excellent flying display of the Vickers Wellington,

visitors were specially interested in the excellent model of this
machine and in two more of the Wellesley and Supermarine
Spitfire.

Forthcoming Events
May 14-22. Finnish Aero Show, Helsinki.
May 17. Air League of the British Empire: Annual

Dinner, Grosvenor House, London.
May 17. Aero Golfing Society: "Flight" Trophy, Royal

Astldown Forest.
May 28. Air League of the British Empire: Empire

Air Day
June 4-6. Manx Air Races.
June II. Bristol and Wessex Aeroplane Club: Garden

Partv.
June 18 and 19. Brooklands Four-club "At Home.
June 22-28. F.A.I. Conference, Berlin.
June 25 Official opening of Wolverhampton Airport.
June 25. Air Display, Gatwick Airport.
June 25-July I. Magyar Pllota Picnic. Budapest.
June 30. Aero Golfing Society: Jubilee Cup, Prince's,

Sandwich.
July 2. R.Ae.C. : King's Cup Race.
July 9. Ipswich Aero Club: Flying Meeting.

July 9-17. National Gliding Contests, Dunstable.
July 16-18. Oeauville Rally.
July 16. Official opening of Luton Municipal Aerodrome

by Secretary of State for Air.
July 17-24. Third Littorio Rally, Italy.
July 23. County Flying Club : Flying Meeting at Rearsby

Leicester.
July 30. Official opening of Exeter Airport.
July 30. Folkestone Aero Trophy Race, Lympne.
August 27-28. Southend Flying Club ; Flying Meeting.
September 3. Cinque Ports Wakefleld Cup Race, Lympne.
September 10. Cardiff Aeroplane Club • London-Cardiff

Race.
September 11-18. Swedish Civil Aviation Week

Stockholm.
September 21. Aero Golfing Society: Cellon Trophy

Richmond Golf Club.
November 13-December 4. Paris Aero Show.
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THE FOUR WINDS
ITEMS OF INTEREST FROM ALL QUARTERS

A Â
According to I'Intransigeant the three

Bristol sleeve-valve engines, Aquila, Per-
seus and Hercules, are to be manufac-
tured under licence by Alsthom, the
French Thomson-Houston Company.

ANOTHER PUSHER : Developed by
Tuscar Metals, Inc., of New Phila-
delphia, this tailless two-seater cabin
pusher is now under test. It is said to
do 120 m.p.h. with a 95 h.p. engine.

A PAIR of the new Heinkel He. 116
transports, with four 240 h.p. in-

verted-vee engines, have been delivered
to Japan for the Manchurian service

A French army observation balloon
was struck by lightning recently, and its
two occupants were killed when it fell
in flames at Bitche, near Strasbourg.

Miss Phyllis Dorothea Verdon-Roe,
eldest daughter of Sir Alliot Verdon-
Roe, is to be married to Fit. Lt. J. H.<1.
Sarll at Hamble on August 24. ..

A special Koolhoven F.K.49, which
looks very much like a large Short Scion,
has been supplied to Turkey. It is par-
ticularly interesting, because it is in-
tended solely for survey work and is
powered with two of the new Ranger
inverted-vee engines driving v.p. Hamil-
tons.

Among the honours awards to be made
by Bristol University is Mr. A. H. R.
Fedden, who will receive the degree of
DSc. in Engineering.

The international aerobatic champion-
ship at Saint Germain was won by Count
Otto Hagenburg.' on nis Biickergung-
meister. A Czech was second, and
Cavalli, the French test pilot, third.

The Philippine Army has ordered nine
Boeing machines. Six will have Pratt
and Whitney engines, three machine
guns each, bombing apparatus and wire-r
less. The others will be for training.

Dick Merrill has been awarded the
1937 Harmon Trophy for the second
consecutive year for his Atlantic flight
with Jack Lambie last May. President
Roosevelt made the presentation at the
White House.

A ten-foot motor dinghy was flown
from Croydon to Brussels last week in
one of the Curtiss Condors of Inter-
national Air Freight. The freightage
was £2 and the insurance is. 3d. The
boat had been ordered only the pre-
vious day.

Mr. Philip Wills, of the London
Gliding Club, recently flew from Hestan
(aeroplane-launched) to St. Austell,
Cornwall, a distance of 206 miles. The
British long-distance, gliding record has
been broken three times in as many
weeks.

A new aeroplane factory is being built
at Malton Airport, Toronto, by the
National Steel Car Corporation. Work
will be commenced by mid-summer on a
Canadian Government order. Some 300
hands will be employed and large com-
mercial and military machines will be
constructed.

Lockheed Aircraft have put up a
specially constructed six-seater transport
adapted from the 12a for the U.S. Army
Air Corps competition. It has a top
speed of, 230 m.p.h. with two P. and W.
Wasp Juniors. The use of the machine
is for transport of Army personnel or
for training in multi-engine operation.

Dr. Eckner, accompanied by Dr.
Issel, manager of the Zeppelin Co., is
now in New York on business connected
with the future of transatlantic air ser-
vices and the smoothing out of diffi-
culties in connection with the export of
helium gas. He will be received by
President Roosevelt. The U.S Govern-
ment has refused to supply the gas on
the ground of- its "military import-
ance."

Twenty'five Years Ago
(From " Flight," May 10, 1913.)

" The great hydro-aeroplane
built by Maurice Jeannson was
tested at Triel on the Seine on
April 29 and made one or two
short flights on subsequent days,
Colliex being the pilot. The
machine is said to have attained
a speed of 62 m.p.h. when carry-
ing three passengers, and during
one test it carried a useful load
of 1,600 lb ."

T J ^ I m P ° r t e d *or * e u s e o f Col. Vincenzio Coppola, the Air and Military Attache1 to the Italian Embassy in Washington,
this Cant monoplane has three n o h.p. inverted four-cylinder Fiat engines. It was assembled at the Floyd Bennet Field.
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CUTTING
the

RED TAPE
Some Further Constructive Sug-
gestions on the Reorganisation of
the British Air Ministry and
Aircraft Industry to Facilitate

Production ^ :

By A PRODUCTION ENGINEER

'HE production of aircraft in jthis ^country is being
mismanaged because it is in the hands of politicians
and Service people who have not had the requisite
training or experience to tell them what" effects the

decisions they give may have upon a large engineering
industry

What can be done? The only thing to do is to take
production out of their hands and to put it into those of
competent engineers—men with years of experience behind
them; men who understand the necessity of reducing to a
minimum the present intricate organisation 'and the mass
of details in which it is involved.

Wastage of the time of highly paid officials, by attending
:conferences and carrying on heavy inter-office correspond-
ence must be cut out; and such officials must be forced to
take responsibility and assured that they will not be black-
listed if they occasionally make a mistake—so long as it
is not the same mistake twice.

Finance control of Air Ministry contracts should be put
on the same basis as that of the Admiralty.

The first step towards rationalisation would be to cut
down the number of types of aircraft, and the following is
the author's idea as to the types that are essential, ft is
realised that these aircraft may not have the maximum
efficiency for the duties they have to perform, but is it
better to have 100 per cent, output with 95 per cent, air-
craft efficiency than 25 per cent, output with 100 per cent,
efficiency? Surely numbers count more than maximum
efficiency in times of emergency !

(1) Elementary training machine, built of wood.
Older Service types could be used for advance training.

(2) Land-type fighter.
(3) General-purpose aircraft designed to carry out

Army co-operation, short-range bombing or coastal
defence.

(4) Bombing aircraft so designed that they could
'L act as long- or short-range bombers or troop carriers.
" (5) Fighters for naval use.

(6) Bombing and torpedo-carrying aircraft for naval
use.

(7) Long-range flying boats for naval use.
The Service side and the engineering side of the Air

Ministry should be put under separate control so far as
supplies are concerned. The Service side could deal with
all matters relating to aerodromes, buildings, uniforms,
transport, domestic items and the like which do not
require a highly technical training, leaving to the engineer-
ing side the design and supply of aircraft, engines, guns,
bombs and bomb gear, wireless, instruments, etc. Each
side would have its own contracts, inspection, costing and
production departments. There would naturally be a few
Service officers posted to the engineering side for co-ordina-
tion duties and so forth.

-• - . • . . j t ••••-

The engineering side shdnkirbe under a?. iujUy qualified
civilian engineer with.a seat on -the Air Council..He shoulc
be a good. organiser, with commercial training and some
years' experience in the-design and production of aircraft.
He should have a personality which would command the

.respect of the Service side as well.as.of his own staff. He
should be of a forceful character, able to give decisions and
to stick to them. .Hi; should be responsible to the Ministei
for Air for the, work of his departments—not to the Chief
of the Air Staff:"*"' „ .__„' • . . ' . ' ~" r.. .^

His staff at headquarters- would consist ©f:
(a) Four first class principal assistants': ' S : •

1. Secretary from the higher civil service.
>: 2. An engineer in charge of organisation and per-

sonnel.
3. An engineer in charge of land-type aircraft.
4. An engineer in charge of naval aircraft.

. (b) The following second-class principal assistants:
-,....; 1. Seven engineers, each of whom would specialise

and be in charge technically of one of the types
of aircraft enumerated above.

, '- 2. An engineer in charge of engines.
3. An engineer in charge of armaments.

• 4. An engineer in charge of wireless, instruments,
etc.

••."'."""'-.' 5. An engineer in charge of inspection.
6. An engineer in charge of production.

T v 7. An engineer in charge of research.
\•:.-• 8. A chief contracts officer.

9. A chief costing and accounting officer.
A certain number of junior engineers and clerical staff

would also be required at headquarters.

Decentralisation
It would be the chief engineer's first duty to divide the

country up into areas (e.g., London District, Southern,
Western, Midland, Northern, Scottish, Irish). To each of
these areas he would appoint an assistant engineer with
much the same training and experience as his own. These
men would be of same rank as the second-class principal
assistants and would have absolute charge of all work
going on in their respective areas. Each would have offices
at a convenient place in his area, with necessary technical
inspection, production, contracts, costing and accountancy
staffs to deal with ail the work in the area under his
control.

The principle ot decentralisation should be carried as
far as possible. Area officers should deal direct with one
another in all routine matters affecting inspection, con-
tracts, supplies, etc., without reference to headquarters,
the object being to leave the headquarters staff free to
deal with major matters and for planning ahead. To make
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the scheme a success the area engineers must have full
responsibility given to them.

At first sight it may be thought that this scheme of
organisation would add to the cost of administration.
Actually, however, whilst adding to the number of higher-
paid staff, it would at the same time release a large number
of the junior staffs. Such juniors- staffs as were retained
and posted to the various areas would be more in touch
with the practical side of their jobs and would be receiv-
ing training to fit them for higher posts.

Moreover, office rents and rates of pay are lower in the
provinces, and more work can be obtained per unit of
staff, as personnel do not have to spend, perhaps, two
hours per day in travelling to and from the office. In
addition, there should also be a considerable saving in
travelling time and expenses on the part of both the Air
Ministry and the contractors' staffs. Queries relating to
contracts could be settled more quickly and production
generally speeded up. Incidentally, the natural advantage
that firms in the London district have over those in the
provinces by being within easy access of the Air Ministry
would be minimised.

• The chief engineer should certainly revise the system of
placing contracts. The present " time -and line " basis is
demoralising to the staff of &ny firm, as they know that
whatever time or money is spent on a contract, it will be
recovered plus a fixed rate of profit. If they cannot see
much work ahead the tendency is to spin out what they
have in order to keep the staff and workpeople together,
and this certainly does not help output. All contracts
should, as far as possible, be placed on a fixed-price basis
with, possibly, a bonus for early deliveries and penalties
for late ones. It is realised that a settlement of penalties
may be difficult, but the resulting discussion will be the
means 01 ventilating causes of delay and should be helpful
in future contracts. , . - ••'•.-•••.. -•:.-. — ' - -

Profit Scale
For such contracts as must be placed on a " time and

line'' basis there could be a sliding scale of profit allowed,
depending on how deliveries are kept.

The chief engineer would also see that his staff did .not
interfere in any way with the managerial function of any
firm. They should not be allowed to bring pressure to bear
to have any official removed from his job.

With regard to the aircraft industry, the number of
parent or designing firms should be reduced to not more
than, say, ten. These concerns should be induced to
specialise on not more than two of the types required by
the services, so that they would become experts on those
types; that is to say, there would be about three firms
concentrating on each type, which would be sufficient
competition to ensure the best designs being obtained,
while the lucky firm would obtain the reward. These
parent firms would primarily be engaged on experimenting,
designing and testing of new types, and in the manufacture
of first batches for use in the Services, the main produc-
tion orders being placed with firms not in the parent circle.

The remaining concerns in the industry should then be
divided up into main contractors and sub-contractors
according to their facilities. They would not have to keep
up expensive designing staffs and would be able to concen-
trate on manufacturing.

The main contractors should have aerodromes and
testing facilities and would receive large production orders

for approved types developed Jby one of the parent firms.
At the same time as the parent firm receive their orders
for first batches, the main contractors work would consist
principally of buying units and parts from sub-contractors
and assembly of the complete aircraft.-.

Sub-contractors should be developed as specialists; they
would not need aerodromes and their works could be in
the towns convenient for labour. They would receive large
orders from the main contractors and would specialise
in the production of certain units and jaarts, such as wings,
bodies, hulls, undercarriages, floats, controls, gun gear,
bomb gear, seats, tanks, pressings, etc., in the same way
that we already have specialists in engines, instruments,
wireless, airscrews, A.G.S. parts, etc. This organising of
production on specialist lines should be carried as far as
possible, so that the staffs of such firms became, in time,
experts at their jobs, and would be able to advise evea
the designing firms how to obtain the maximum efficiency
in construction with the minimum of cost. J

There is nothing new in these proposals. Many of the
most successful motor car factories are nothing more than
large assembly plants where designers wed together the
items produced by various specialist works. In some
instances the specialist firm is a subsidiary of the main
firm but th« principle still applies, i.e., concentrating your
available brains and plant on a relatively small field. The
technical and production sides of aircraft form a very
wide field—much wider and more involved than with any
motor car. Thus, if the best results are to be obtained
this principle must be applied to the aircraft industry.

... . ..•. ] -~ p-~x~.- .

Responsibility ^
With regard to the Air Ministry staff stationed at any

given works, one good senior technical man who can take
responsibility .and give decisions with the aid of two or
three good assistants should be able to deal with all techni-
cal inspection and contract matter; and it is to be hoped
that the method of placing-contracts will be revised so
that the large numbers of costing and accountancy staffs
from the Air Ministry will not be required. Nothing is
more annoying and -demoralising to a firm's staff and wo.k-
people than the presence of a host of Government officials
in the -works, many of whom do not know their jobs and
do not conform to works rules, hours or discipline. They
smoke and drink tea at all hours and work only about
half the number of hours that their corresponding numbers
on the firm's staff do. Instead of the Government trying
to supervise and inspect every petty detail, surely it is
better to make the contractors wholly responsible for their
products, and see that they have properly organised techni-
-cal and inspection departments. . •

Why not make it a contract condition that firms are
responsible for their products and that any part proved
defective after a given period in service must be replaced
free of charge? The aircraft industry should be made
responsible for its. products in the same way as motor car
manufacturers are.

The aircraft industry should be given as free a hand as
possible. It should be encouraged by Air Ministry officials
to use. its brains, and rewarded for good work .by a proper
flow of contracts at prices that are remunerative. And if
the industry is to obtain the best men it should be able
to offer, salaries equal to those paid in other branches of
engineering. .-. , .

THE aviation section of the Forum Club held a dinner on
Monday night in honour of aeronautical journalists, and

made Mr Victor Ricketts the guest of the evening as represent-
ing both the lions of the flying world and the Press representa-
tives who helped to lionize them. Mrs. Ivor MacClure, who
presided, justified the occasion with the remark that as the
section had already drunk the nealth of every flying heroine
it was fitting that at last they should drink the healths of the
makeis of heroes and heroines.

Mr. Ricbetts in acknowledgment, related some of the per-
sonal and intimate experiences of the flight he made to New
Zealand and back with F/O. Houston in the Comet.- One
was the tale of how. at Charleviile, there was only one key to

PROPHETS WITH HONOUR
the only available bathroom and of how. after searching the
town to find it and having the much-needed baths, they took
off-next morning for Sydney and Auckland; on arrival in the
lattet place they found that the indispensable key was still
in the pocket of one of them!

Mr. Ricketts also told the tale o£»,the unlucky take-off, on
the first abortive attempt, from the boggy aerodrome at Adana,
in Turkey. The only take-off runway was 400 yards of roaa
with a ditch on each side. The Comet really needed a 1,200-
yard run,-but Clouston got her off before the end of the T0a7
was reached and ther had the ill-lack to touch the b r ^
parapet with one of. .the wheels, and so to crash when ne on.
to make his next landing in Cyprus
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WINGS OVER SUEZ
A Closter Gladiator flying over the pink granite

Gebel-Mariam monument erected to commemorate

the successful defence of the Suez Canal in 1915.

Gladiators form part of the strengthened air

defence of the important Suez Canal Zone.

C L O S T E R A I R C R A F T C O . , L T D . , H U C C L E C O T E , C L O S
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A "FLAT"
ENGINED
TRANSPORT

The Alcor Junior : Un-
usual Motor Arrangement
and Composite Construction

In a side view the Alcor C-6-1 does not appear
to be unusual, although the forward position
of the two airscrews is apparent. The Alcor

Junior Transport seats eight.

THE latest Alcor C-6-1, designed by Alan H. Lockheed,
is an entirely new model, although as far back as
i93o-3i the same designer had produced a machine
based on the Lockheed Vega with a substantially

similar and unorthodox type of engine installation. In 1934
the first high-wing Alcor appeared and this, too, had the
same " p r o n e " twin-engined arrangement.

The construction of the new Alcor Junior Transport, as it
is termed, is composite. Laminated spruce, steel tubing and
alloy sheet are each used where it can have a definite ad-
vantage. The spruce is used for control surfaces and in the

"V
fi

1 ~ ex--

ii /
/I \

outer wing sections, while chrome-molybdenum steel tubing is
employed at the points of heavy local stresses such as landing
gear attachment, engine mounting and at the wing roots. The
wing, which is fully cantilever, has two spars and is covered
with a three-ply skin except around the fuel tanks, where sheet
Duralumin is at1 ached by screws as a protection and to
facilitate inspection.

Hydraulically operated trailing-edge flaps are provided and
the ailerons are of Frisc type with ball bearings. The under-
carriage is, of course, retractable, and turns aft through a
90 deg. arc into wheel wells in the underside of the wing.

In the semi-monocoque fuselage the nose portion and pilot's
cockpit are made up of steel tuning covered with alloy sheet,
which is easily detachable. The main section is a two-ply
shell of Alcor manufacture moulded under pressure, the
longerons and formers being of spruce. The tail surfaces are
fully cantilever and similar in construction to the control sur-
faces. The whole of the machine is covered with lightweight
fabric and lacquered to give an aerodynamically efficient finish.

The cabin can be arranged to carry four or six passengers,
and full dual control is provided for the crew of two.

The unorthodox engine installation is designed to give mini-
mum head resistance and to secure high efficiency on one
engine in case of a motor failure. Two 250 h.p. supercharged
Menasco C6S-4 inverted, in-line, air-cooled, six-cylinder engines
are mounted on their sides, cylinder banks inboard. Cowlings
and air-cooling scoops are faired into the front structure of the
fuselage as well as into the wing, top and bottom.

The main engine mountings are secured to the front wing
spar, and extensions of the steel tube cradles pass back to the
rear spar. Cantilever torque arms restrain each engine at
approximately its mid-point.

Constant-speed Hamilton Standard airscrews are used, with
Arens controls. The tip clearance between the two airscrews
is only twelve inches and their thrust line, in reference to the
centre line of the machine, is toed out 4 deg.

Behind the cabin are the toilet and baggage compartments.
The radio equipment is also carried, entirely enclosed, in the
rear section of the fuselage.

The single-engine performance of the Alcor is said to be quite
exceptional, and the particular type of engine mounting makes
it possible to fly the machine ' ' hands off " on one motor. The
performance in these circumstances includes a ceiling of
12,oooft., climb of 300ft./min. and speed of 174 m.p.h.

The track of the Alcor is wide for the machine (13ft. 2jin.)
and the general ground handling is said to be very good.

ALCOR C-6-1 TRANSPORT.
(Two 250 h.p. Menasco C6S-4).

Empty Weight ~ 4,141 !b. Gross Weight ^ 0,200 1b.
Wing Area -•--• 318 sq. ft. Wing Loading — 19.5 lb./sq. ft
Power Loading = 12.2 lb. sq. ft. Range = 675/835 miles.
Max. sea level speed" 196 m.p.h. at 2,300 r.p.m., 240 h.p.

(
Max. speed at 5,500 ft. =

211 m.p.h. at 2,300 r.p.m., 250 h.p.
Cruising speed at 5,500 ft. =

11)1 m.p.h. at 2,000 r.p.m., 187 h.p.
Cruising Consumptions : fuel=- 37 gal./hr., oil= 1.25 qt./hr.

Cruising speed at 10,000 ft. —
200 m.p.h. at 2,000 r.p.m., 187 h.p.

Max. sea level climb = 1,350 ft./min. Ceiling = 20,000 ft.
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R.A.F. Units Visited

THE SCHOOL
of AIR

NAVIGATION

In the air with one of the
Ansons, looking forward.
The navigator is at his chart
table (with chart pockets and
essential instruments in front
of him) on the left, and a
pupil is using the course-
setting bomb sight in the

The New Scheme
at Mansion : Full
Navigational
Training for All

Service Pilots

BEFORE very long it will be impassible for the most
ardent critic to say that the Royal Air Force does
not fully appreciate the importance of a thorough
grounding in theoretical and practical air navigation

for all flying personnel. In due course every Service pilot
will, before being posted to his Squadron, pass through the
School of Air Navigation at Manston, Kent. There he will
receive a course of training which, while being approxi-
mately equivalent in standard to the civil Second Class
Navigators' licence training, will also include extensive
practical work which is necessarily impossible in the case
of civil pilots.

During the past year the School has provided a ten-
week Short Navigation Course; a sixteen-week Navigation
Reconnaissance Course ; a twenty-six-week Specialist Navi-
gation Course; and a three-week Short Astronomical
Course.

The new scheme will naturally involve a tremendous
amount of work, both when it is in operation and during
the change-over, which is expected to take place this
summer. Already the instructors for the Navigation
Reconnaissance Course have moved to new and (from what
we hear) extremely luxurious quarters on Thorney Island,
where they will be part of No. 17 (Training) Group in the
Coastal Command. There they joined the personnel of
Nos. 22 and 42 (Torpedo Bomber) Squadrons.

The duly augmented staff at Manston will still, however,
need to instruct for the Specialist Navigation and the Short
Astronomical Courses as well as for the new one. This
takes the place of the Short Navigation Course which, inter
alia, has been designed to turn out squadron navigation
officers who, in turn, impart their knowledge to the flying
personnel at their different stations.

Astronomical navigation grounding : One of the instructors, Fit. Lt. K. W. Niblett (left),
.four pupils (including one from Eire and one from Iraq), a star globe and a spheroscope.

Even with the present instructional work going on at
Manston the instructors have a very busy time, and a
glance at the pupils' charts, which are kept by the Com-
manding Officer, Wing Cdr. P. D. Robertson, A.M., makes
it quite clear that the new scheme will require very careful
organisation and a considerable increase in staff under the
chief instructor, Sqn. Ldr. R. J. Cooper. Luckily, the
quarters at Manston appear to be fairly well suited for ex-
pansion, at least, so far as the instructional arrangements
are concerned, and any pupil from a civil school of air
navigation would be extremely jealous of the amount of
equipment which is even now available for practical and
demonstration work.

Instructional Museum
As an instance of the latter, the equipment in the tem-

porary Watch Office may be cited. Here, in the museum
section, are all manner of navigational devices of different
flying eras, from the originally conceived C.D.C. to the
modern computer, and from early drift sights to the Gatty
stroboscopic device—which, incidentally, was considered
by Farnborough to be rather too complicated and expen-
sive for normal use. An examination of this museum gives
one a true idea of the amount of effort and ingenuity which
has been applied to the business of producing accurate,
robust and suitable navigational instruments for aircraft
use. The C.S.C., which is the standard computer used by
the R.A.F., has been designed so that, once the wind and
air speed have been correctly set, its operation is almost
entirely automatic and it can easily be set by gl<-™
hands. The problems can be solved exceptionally quit kly
and the instrument is robust and well suited to inst; uc-
tional work.
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In the Watch Office, too, there is a large wall map which,
with the aid of coloured pins at different aerodrome posi-
tions, acts as a quickly understood guide to*the conditions
at these aerodromes. If one is about to fly, for instance,
to Grantham, a coloured pin at that point may demand
the reading of a certain Notice to Airmen or other circu-
lar explaining that an area, perhaps, is at present being
resurfaced or is flooded. In due course the Watch Office
will be arranged in more commodious premises.

So far as practical equipment is concerned, the School
carries stocks of such things as range-finders, drift sights
of different types, restrained and free gyro instruments and
sensitive altimeters, while theodolites, cinematograph pro-
jectors, star globes and spheroscopes are also there for
necessary demonstrations. A great deal of such material is
available, and the list certainly does not finish there.

The pupils of the ten-week Short Navigation Course,
which may be taken as being more or less equivalent to
that which will in the future be given to all pilots, cover
all the usual civil examination subjects with the emphasis,
as far as D/R work is concerned, on radius-of-action and
interception problems, which must obviously need to be
solved very often by pilots of Reconnaissance and Fleet Air
Arm units. In view of modern equipment and needs it is
worth noticing that the instrument section of the course
includes a study of the operation of free gyro instruments
and sensitive altimeters, while the radio section includes
an elementary understanding of the Lorenz blind-approach
system, which may therefore be considered as that on
which the standardised Service system will at least be
based.

During the Short Course pupils usually put in between
forty and fifty hours' flying by day and up to ten by night,
though these flying periods are tending to increase. They
navigate on progressively more difficult circuits, first over-
land with '' million '' maps and more or less '' empty ''
charts and then on routes over the Channel and in the
North Sea which involve the interception of Channel
steamers and the picking-up of lightships. The final flight
in the course is from Manston to Montrose and Aldergrove
by day, and back from Aldergrove to Manston during the
hours of darkness. Although the pupils make a general
study of radio and D/F, the machines carry trained opera-
tors and the pupils merely make use of bearings handed
to them by these operators.

The Short Navigation Course is primarily designed to
instruct navigators for bomber squadrons ; the pupils, how-
ever, give lectures themselves towards the end of the
course and these lectures are marked by the instructors
with the idea of selecting possible future instructors. After
five weeks or so there is a mid-term examination in order
to weed out those who are unfit for this somewhat special-
ised work.

This is the fourth year of the twenty-six-week Specialist
Navigation Course, which is usually covered after the Short
and the Navigation Reconnaissance courses have been
taken. This course is naturally a very much more ad-
vanced one and involves the study of astronomical naviga-
tion and tactical problems. Furthermore, the pupils carry
out serious survey work, visit the Map Sections of the Air
Ministry or War Office, the Admiralty Compass Observa-
tory at Ditton Park, Slough, and various instrument

factories. In this course the pupils put in
some seventy hours' flying.

Finally, there is now a four-weeks' Short
Astronomical Course which is designed solely
to '' cram '' in order that the pupils may have
a rule-of-thumb understanding of the subject.
With present-day books of tables and the use,
in particular, of the new Air Almanac, it is
possible to be a thoroughly efficient astro-
nomical navigator without the need for a very
heavy foundation of mathematical theory.
The course simply teaches pilots how to do the
job and not why certain numerical combina-
tions produce certain results. In fact, the
ability to use a bubble sextant and to obtain
readings therefrom is not learnt immediately,
and once this ability has been obtained the
rest is comparatively simple work.

(Above) In an instruc-
tional Anson again,
this time looking to-
wards the tail. The
radio operator is seen
at work, and a pupil is
using a bubble sextant.

(Right) Desk work : A
Specialist Navigation
Course class wrestling
with its daily problems.
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The present instructional staff at Manston. Back row, left to right : Fit. Lt. F. C. Scott; F/O. B. S. Brice. A.F.C. (Ret.) ; Fit. Lt.
W. P. Welch ; Fit. Lt. L. G. Martin, R.A.F.O.; Cdr. W. A. Willock, R.N. (Ret.) ; Fit. Lt. P. A. McWhannell ; Lt. Cdr. S. R.
Sunnocks, R.N. (Ret.) ; Fit. Sgt. Proctor. Middle row : Fit. Lt. A. V. Bax, A.F.M. ; Fit. Lt. K. W. Niblett ; Sqn. Ldr. R. J. Cooper;
Wing Cdr. P. D. Robertson, A.M. (Commanding Officer) ; Fit. Lt. J. E. Allen ; Fit. Lt. F. A. Pearce ; Fit. Lt. W. E. Oulton.

Front row : F/O. J. R. Leggate and F/O. T. I. Davies.

So far the practical work at Manston has been alluded
to merely as " flying," and it should be explained now that
the machines used are Avro Ansons ot No. 48 (General
Reconnaissance) Squadron, from which unit the pilots are
also on loan. The commanding officer of No. 48 is Wing
Cdr. T. A. Langford-Sainsbury, D.F.C., A.F.C. An.article
on the work of this squadron appeared in Flight of Decem-
ber, 3, 1936.

In the course of a short trip in one of these Ansons it
was possible to realise their particular virtues for this kind
of work. The Ansons are sufficiently fast to provide use-
ful experience, and the number of windows in the fuselage
permits, if necessary, several pupils to take sights at the
same time. Furthermore, the low-wing arrangement tends
to make it difficult for anyone but the pilot to make use
in his navigation of any convenient landmarks which are
available. Special mountings are arranged for the use of
bearing compasses and drift sights, though, as previously
explained, the normal work is done with the aid of a course-

setting bomb sight which is mounted in the nose of the
machine.

The instrument layout includes, of course, the new Ser
vice blind-flying panel which was described in Flight of
August 19 last year, and behind the pilot the navigator has
a reasonably expansive chart table with various pockets
for essential instruments. Behind the navigator, also in
the left of the fuselage, are the radio equipment and the
radio operator's seat. There is, consequently, an unim-
peded walkway down the fuselage from the nose to the
rear gun-turret. Incidentally, the operator works only with
Service radio transmitters.

Although No. 48 Squadron was actually the first to take
the Bristol Fighter to France, it was disbanded at the
Armistice and only reformed in 1936, when, in January
of that year, the School of Air Navigation was transferred
to Manston from Calshot, where the School was part of
that for Navigation Reconnaissance and flying boat
training. H. A. T.

Air Mail Record

IN the first quarter of 1938 more than 212 tons of letters
were carried into and out of Southampton by the Imperial

Airways flying-boats operating on the Empire routes.
Ninety-seven tons (approximately 6 | million letters) were

carried on the service to India, Malaya and Australia, and one
hundred and fifteen tons (over 7J million letters) were carried
on the African service. The greater African total is accounted
for by the fact that surcharge on that route was discontinued
last July, whereas the non-surcharge scheme was not adopted
on the service between England, India and Malaya until Feb-
ruary 23. Surcharge is still payable on mails to China, Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, and when these countries come into
the all-up scheme the total figures will be considerably larger.

The figures show that an average of over 13 tons of letters
a week was carried on the Indian and Eastern route, and an
average of over 9 tons 3 week on the African route. These
averages do not include mails carried between intermediate
points, but despite this limitation the present total average of
22 tons of air mail a week has never been approached by any
Other company engaged in air-mail transport.

"Cell-faced" Piston Rings

OF particular interest to aero engine manufacturers and users
is a new type of piston ring lately brought out by Well-

worthy Piston Rings, Ltd., Lymington, Hants.
In aero work with nitrided or chromium-coated cylinders,

the bedding-in of rings is a lengthy business, which designers,
have sought to avoid in the past by using rings of reduced
bearing area with a one-degree bevel. Now the Well worthy
Company have produced what is known as a cell-faced ring,
which, while apparently of large bearing area, actually consists
of thousands of minute cells, clearly observable (as an example
submitted to us shows) with a powerful magnifying glass or
microscope.

As the whole of the surface of the ring is composed of these
pockets, each retaining oil, there is no "scuffing" either of
the ring or the barrel during the bedding-in process.

The process of manufacture is a Wellworthy patent by which
certain of the softer elements in the ring, such as the iron itself,
together with the graphite, is dissolved out of the surface,
leaving the phosphide network standing out from the main
body of the material.

MAY ze, 1938: ROYAL AIR FORCE NUMBER



? created essential Sea Services

. Evented ne§ craft for Air Liaison, made
hem time-saving, Aliable, simple to operate and
naintaijr. They built theman proved new systems
r°m proved jnew designs and made unnecessary
I f adaptation of arcliaM theory to modern

ly special;

The &®m$ Sea-Freighter-one of th^
new boats this Company has devised. It is
remarkable in many ways but chiefly for
its swift and clean handling of light cargo
and baggage in all conditions of sea.

I here are (JXl^SiMIMIXi£!KJ& for Commerce, Xary, War Department, Air Liaison omi Pleasure purposes.
Allow us jo send'particulaTs.

THE BRITISH POWER BOAT COMPANY, HYTHE, SOUTHAMPTON, ENGLAND
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Complete

hydraulic actuation

of retractable

undercarriages

and wing flaps
AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS COMPANY LTD.

LEAMINGTON SPA, ENGLAND
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ROYAL APPROVAL : H.M. King George VI inspects one of the Hawker Hurricanes at Northolt. With His Majesly is
Sqn. Ldr. Gillan, who flew a Hurricane from Edinburgh to Northolt at more than 400 rn.p.h. The general view below

shows the clean lines of the Hurricane.

THE HURRICANE UN
A Detailed Description of the Fastest Fighter in Service in the World : Latest

• Aerodynamic Design Combined with Well-tried Construction

' HEN Mr. Sydney Camm and his staff began to
plan their new eight-gun single-seater fighter,
they had to make one very important decision
before the design work could commence:

Should they "go the whole hog," so to speak, and
design a stressed-skin machine, of which they had at
that time no experience, or should they try to marry the
latest ideas in aerodynamic design to the type of struc-
ture with which they were familiar and of which they

had years of successful experience? Many factors and
considerations had to be taken into account. On the
one hand, would the production of jigs and tools for
stressed-skin construction, having to proceed parallel
with the design of the machine, lead to such delays that
deliveries by a certain date became problematic? On
the other, if the older type of construction were adopted,
could they be sure that the fabric covering would stand
up to the speeds contemplated?

"Flight" phototjiafih.
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THE HURRICANE WITHIN: SOME DETAILED AND I

There were scores of other problems, but these were
fundamental. In the end the familiar type of con-
struction won, and the justification for the decision is to be
found in the fact that the Hurricane is now in service with
several R.A.F. squadrons, and that so far the fabric cover-
ing has not given any trouble. The performance is up to
estimates, and, best of all, the young pilots who have to fly
the machines have found no difficulty in handling them
after a brief training on Miles Magisters. That the
machines have to be treated with respect is but natural.
For instance, an aeroplane as clean as the Hurricane picks
up speed very quickly, and it doe's not do for the pilot to
go wool-gathering and to let the machine get into a dive
without him realising it. Otherwise he is apt to lose a lot
of height before he is aware of the fact, and to get up to very
high diving speeds. This is, of course, more particularly
risky when the altitude is not great. But provided he re-
members that he cannot stand the machine on its nose for
many seconds, there is nothing in the handling of the
Hurricane to worry the younger generation of pilots.

Qeneral Layout
The external appearance ot the Hurricane is already

well known to readers of Flight from the photographs pub-
lished from time to time, and particularly the double-page
picture in last week's issue. The machine is a low-wing
cantilever monoplane with retractable undercarriage, a
cabin roof over the pilot's cockpit, and a Rolls-Royce
Merlin II liquid-cooled engine beautifully cowled.

Intended as it is for day and night flying, the Hurricane
carries a very extensive military equipment, and its
armament consists of no fewer than eight machine guns,
which are housed inside the wings, four on each side. Fuel
for something like two hours at full speed of the Merlin
engine amounts to a good deal, and the ammunition for the
machine guns is no small item either, so that, for a single-
seater fighter the Hurricane is neither very small nor very
light. Its loaded weight is in the neighbourhood of
6,000 lb., and the wing span is about 40ft.

It has already been mentioned that structurally the
Hurricane follows those general principles which have been
such a successful feature of the long series of Hawker
machines which began with the Hart and all its variants
and were employed in the Fury biplane, the fastest of the
Hawker family until the advent of the Hurricane.

In the side elevation above but a
small percentage of the equipment
of the Hurricane can be shown.
For instance, the eight machine-
guns are placed in the wings, four
on each side, and operated by remote

control.

The "motif" of the wing
construction is well brought
out in the sketch on the right.
The drag members produce,
with the spars, a structure
remarkably stiff in torsion.
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The centre-section of the wing
(below) is a single unit bolted
to the fuselage at four points.
It carries the retractable

undercarriage.

Steel and duralumin take their place side by side in the
Hurricane, each according to its suitability for a particular
purpose. In the fuselage, for example, the longerons are
steel tubes, but the diagonal struts which form the bracing
in the sides are of duralumin in the rear portion.

Little need be said of the fuselage construction, which has
been familiar for many years, beyond recalling that use is
made of circular-section tubes for the longerons, this section
being turned into a square section with rounded corners at
the points where the struts are attached by flat plates and
bolts or tubular rivets. The struts run zig-zag fashion
between top and bottom longerons, so that there is no wire

bracing, but the struts in the
top and bottom panels run
transversely, and bracing is

by s t r e a m l i n e
tie-rods.

Details of spar con-
struction and wing rib
attachment. The bridge
piece is used over the
rear spar only. Sheet
metal covering is used
over the leading-edge,
and extends over the
top of the front spar.

As t h e primary
structure of the fusel-
age is of rectangular
section, it has been
necessary to add a
secondary structure
to give the rounded

shape. This secondary struc-
ture consists of wooden formers and stringers, the
formers being attached to the longerons by metal clips,
and the stringers carrying the fabric covering. The
stringers are closely spaced, so that the external form is,
strictly speaking, polygonal, although it approaches
closely to a smooth section. This fabric covering extends
from the sternpost to about the level of the pilot's seat.
In front of this point the covering is in the form of light-
metal panels which continue the smooth curves of the
engine cowling.

From a practical point of view there is much to be said for
the girder fuselage. Apart from the advantage, in the case
of the Hawker company, of using a familiar form of con-
struction, there is the question of installing the equipment,
which is a complicated business in the modern military air-
craft. Obviously in a small fuselage, such as that of a
single-seater fighter, there is very little room for fitters or
electricians to wield theii tools, and to make the installa-
tion of equipment possible the design has to be' so
planned that either the fuselage is built in longitudinal
sections, so that the men can reach in from each end, which
introduces problems of connecting up the numerous pipe
lines, electric leads, and so forth, or the fuselage has to be
so constructed that the top portion forms a "l id," which
can be left off until all the equipment has been installed.
With the girder type a greater number cf men can be
concentrated on one fuselage, as they can reach into the
interior between the members of the girder (the stringers,
fabric and metal panels are, of course, left until most of the
equipment has been installed and connected up).

The wing construction of the Hawker Hurricane is an
ingenious adaptation of old methods to new requirements.
In the old biplanes the spars were made of steel strip, with
polygon-section booms and spanwise corrugated webs. The
great depth necessitated by the cantilever wing of the
Hurricane introduced certain problems, notably in connec-
tion with twisting stresses in the wing. In the biplane
these are, of course, taken mainly by the incidence bracing.
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Why aircraft production is a slow business : This view of
ths pilot's cockpit gives some idea of the complexity of the

equipment of a modern fighter.

The manner in which Mr. Camm solved the problem is very
interesting.

In a general way the spars of the Hurricane resemble
those of the earlier biplanes. That is to say, they have

" Flight " I'/iotographt.
The retractable undercarriage is raised laterally and inwardly,
and the fairings cover the openings completely, leaving a

smooth surface.

bulbous steel booms of polygonal section (much larger, of
course, than those of the biplanes) at top and bottom, and
a central web of flat sheet is riveted into the inwardly
pointing open sides of the booms. In the centre section,

_ , . " Flight ' photouraph-
The Hurricane fuselage in skeleton. The construction is of the type used by the Hawker Company with great success for *

many years.
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THE HAWKER HURRICANE

FIGHTER IS DOPED

AND FINISHED WITH

CELLON MATERIALS

: ; fev. • & '?',

Telephone:
Kingston 1234

(S lines)

CELLON
PROTECTIVE FINISHES
CELLON LTD., RICHMOND RD., KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

(Contractors to H.M. and Foreign Governments)

Telegrams:
"AJAWB" 'Phone,
Kingston-on-Thames

cvs—354
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LOOK AT THE JACKET
0 Roomy 7-inch high collar, with

adjustable strap fastening be- ,
neath neck, and suspender band
at back to keep close to helmet.

9 Zip-fastened front, with sealing
over - lap across tbe chest.
Slightly fitted shape to obviate
bulk. Belted waist forming
perfect air-seal.

0 Zip-fastened sleeves, with air-
seal beneath gauntlets, lending
freedom to the arms and pro-
tecting them against any
incoming draughts.

-AND THE TROUSERS
No need to hop on one leg or
slip them over soiled shoes
when putting them on. Just
hang the braces over the shoul-
ders, " wrap " the trouser legs
round and zip from waist to
ankles.
Air-seal at tbe waist, in con-
junction with jacket bottom.
Slits at sides providing access
to ordinary trouser pockets.
Two large snap-button pockets
above knees.
THE IRVINSUIT HELMET is
just as snug as the rest of tbe
kit. Also made of reversed
lambskin. Draw-strings give
close fit. Outside flaps for de
Havilland type Earphones.
Detachable Cbin strap.

rv

to-day's

most practical

flying kit

is the

Irvinsuit

THE Irvinsuit is designed and made by the
famous Makers of lrvin Air Chutes—which

means that it embodies sound new principles
founded on actual experience. Reversed lamb-
skin is the material that provides a wind,
weather and water-proof exterior with a
luxuriously cosy self-lining. The Irvinsuit is
easy to put on alone without assistance.
Zip-fasteners on the jacket and trousers
are responsible for this. Air-seals at neck,
wrists, waist and ankles guard against all
indraughts, and an air-tight overlap doubly
protects the vulnerable small of the back and
kidneys with extra warmth. Important factor,
too—the design of the Irvinsuit makes for
complete ease of movement. ,* * *K

For complete particulars and prices of the Irvinsuit write to

, THE IRVING AIR CHUTE
of GREAT BRITAIN LIMITED
LETCHWORTH, HERTS., ENGLAND
'Phone: Letchworth 888 Telegrams: " Irvin, Letchworth"

n s u i t
S U P P L I E D T O T H E R . A . F .
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THE HAWKER HURRICANE
(990 1,050 Rolls-Royce Merlin Engine)

DIMENSIONS.

Lengtho.a. ... . .. 81ft. 5ia.
Wing span .. .. .. 40ft. Oia.
Span of tailplane lift. Oin.
Wheel track 7ft lOin.

AREAS.

1

Main planes (grossI .....
„ (net)

Ailerons (total!..
Tailplane ...
Elevator ...' .
F i u
K u d d e r .. • • . _ . • u

sq. ffe-
257.5 ••.-
231.S,
18.6
19.78
ViAC
8.7U

11.8S

which is a single unit extending about
three feet on each side of the fuselage,

. the web is solid and stiSened by riveted-
on vertical channels. In the outer wing
portions the web has circular lightening
holes with their flanges turned out for

.stiffness.
, It is, however, in the drag bracing
that the Hurricane "motif" differs
most from the biplane wings. The drag
members are almost identical with the
spars as regards their form and construc-
tion, but slightly smaller. They run
zig-zag fashion between the spars, and
are bolted to top and bottom spar
booms via substantial forgings, which
are fastened to the spar booms by hori-
zontal bolts. Thus the primary struc-
ture ot the wing forms a frame, braced
and stiffened by the diagonal drag mem-
bers The resulting structure is enor-
mously strong and, what is just as im-
portant, is remarkably stiff in torsion.
As a manufacturing job this arrange-
ment is very simple. The zig-zag drag .
members, held together by the forgings
at their ends, form one unit. In vertical
jigs, which are merely brackets on the
wall, the two spars are attached and the
primary structure is ready to receive the
wing ribs.

These are ot very simple type, and
have ties or bracing members of circular-
section tubes, while the flanges are simple channels with
their free edges turned inwards. The bottom of the channel
is not flat, but also forms a trough, the edges of which are
rounded because the section is rolled or drawn from a single

• Flight " photograph

The tail wheel retracts into the casing seen in the stem of
the fusp'.age.

strip. The result is that the outer edges do not cut the
wing fabric, which rests on them. The attachment of the
wing fabric to the ribs is extremely strong When the
fabric has been placed over the wing, a metal strip is
placed over each rib channel and secured to it by
Simmonds elastic stop nuts As these are tightened up the
fabric is drawn into the channel of the rib and instead
of being held only at a few places, as in attachment by
lacing, the fabric is held by the whole area of the strips.

Only over the inner wing portions, where it is often
necessary to walk on the wings, is the covering of light-
metal sheet. Here the wing rib channels have a plain
smooth back for the attachment of the metal covering.

The nose and trailing-edge ribs are attached to the
spar booms by horizontal bolts, and form separate units.
Over the rear spar a short length cat channel continues
the contour of the rib. but on the front spar the ribs
stop short at the spar boom That is because the lead-
ing edge is covered with sheet metal, the rear edge of
which passes over the spar booms

Split trailing-edge flaps are fitted at the inner end ot
the wings , These are of the ". single-surface" type,
with a sheet metal bottom surface: stiffened, by ribs from
the operating torque tube A notice in the cockpit tells
the pilot not to use the flaps at speeds in excess of 120
m.p.h. The flaps are hvdraulically operated The
ailerons are of the Frise type and are fabric covered

The undercarriage is of the laterally retracting type.
In the case of the Hurricane the wheels retract inwardly.
By this arrangement a very wide wheel track is obtained,
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When the large detachable panels are removed there is very free access to the Rolls-Royce Merlin engine.
- pipe shown is part of the Glycol cooling system,

"W
The large tungum

so that the machine is very stable on the ground and can
be turned in a small circle at quite high speed without
turning over. The telescopic leg, a Vickers oleo-
pneumatic, is hinged to the bottom boom of the centre-
section front spar. One member braces it in a fore-and-
aft plane and another in a lateral plane. The hydraulic
jack operates the latter, which is of the " broken " type.
When this strut is " broken " by the jack, the telescopic
leg swings inwards, and as the drag strut of the under-
carriage is pivoted around a higher centre, it brings the
wheel back as well as inwards. This is neces-
sary in order to enable the wheel to clear the
front spar when retracted. When the wheel
is down it is in the plane of the spar. Fairings
attached to the outside of each undercarriage
close the opening in the wing surface when the
undercarriage is retracted.

Two independent systems of operation are
provided for the undercarriage. The main
system is power operated and has hydraulic
transmission. The auxiliary system is also
hydraulic, but is hand operated. Should
anything go wrong with both systems there is
an arrangement of cocks whereby the pilot can
release all pressure in the hydraulic systems
and release the catches which hold the wheel?
up. The weight of the wheels then brings
them into the "down " position

The Rolls-Royce Merlin II engine is mounted

' Flight " photograph
The split flaps of the Hurricane extend from
radiator casing to root of ailercn. They

are hydraulically operated.

on a simple steel tube structure in the nose of the fuse-
lage. Large detachable panels in the cowling give access
to most of the parts of the engine likely to need inspection
or adjustment. The radiator of the liquid-cooling system
is placed under the fuselage, with an oval entry in front
of the radiator and a rectangular opening aft of it. The
opening in the aft end of the radiator housing is covered
with a hinged flap by means of which the pilot can vary
the amount of cooling. An interesting feature of the
cooling system is the use throughout of tungum pipes.
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SAMUEL VIEKPONT LANGLEY

PIONEERS OF MODERN AVIATION
S. P. Langley, an American, was the father of modern aviation. In 1896
one of his steam driven model "aerodromes" flew three complete circles ;

—a total distance of 3,200 feet.
Shell watched the progress of early experiments in aviation, and later ,':

was a pioneer in supplying fuel at aerodromes, all over the world. Shell
was the first to issue an Aviation Service Camel, with which a pilot
can obtain supplies of Shell products and Shell service at any station
throughout the world. The pioneer work of Shell continues today.

SHELL AVIATION PETROL • AEROSHELL LUBRICATING OIL • SHELL CARNET

you can be sure of SHELL
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Many have expressed surprise that the Hurricane is not
fitted with variable-pitch airscrews. The answer is that
it has such a tremendous reserve of power that even with
the airscrew stalled at the beginning of the take-off run
the acceleration is reasonably good, and the wooden air-
screw is, of course, a great deal lighter.

Of the equipment and armament of the Hurricane little
may be said. This machine is, as already mentioned,
intended for day and night flying, so that it is provided
with navigation lights, Harley landing lights and so forth.
In addition to the latter it also carries two parachute
flares. Complete blind-flying equipment is carried, and,
of course, two-way radio.

The armament consists of eight Browning machine
guns placed inside the wing. The idea is that in
modern fighting the pilot will get but a very short
opportunity for getting his target in his sights, and the
multi-gun arrangement is designed to make the most of
the short period. Firing of the guns is, of course, by
remote control, which introduces a complication, but, on
the other hand, there is no interrupter gear.

'The Aircraft Engineer"

OWING to the fact that Flight of May 26 is to be the special
Royal Air Force Number, The Aircraft Engineer monthly

supplement will appear one week earlier than usual, i.e., in
next week's issue, May 19. . .. .. ..

A Display at Gatwick,

FEELING, it is to be presumed, that Empire Air Day does
not fill the gap left by the abandonment of the Royal

Air Force Display, the Daily Express intends to sponsor a
display at Gatwick Airport on Saturday, June 25, and to hand
the proceeds to the R.A.F. Benevolent Fund. It is under-
stood that R.A.F aircraft support has been secured, and some
well-known Continental aerobatic experts are to appear.

A World Airline Map
rTHE map " Airlines of the World" prepared by Flight in
1 photogravure and published with our Commercial Air-

craft ami Airlines Number (April 28), has drawn immense
appreciation from the aircraft industry, airline operating com-
panies and readers generally. It is now to be seen hung in
the offices and various prominent centres.

A few copies still remain for any readers who desire
them and application should be made to the publishers of
Plight, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i. enclos-
ing" 2d. in stamps for postage.

^ * " Flight " photographs.
Forgings are used for attaching the diagonal drag members
to the wing spars. On the left, a wing panel is seen in

- J •-••••• i t s jig-

For the present, detailed performance figures cannot be
given for the Hurricane. It should be "realised that only
the prototype has been fully tested at Martlesham ; certain
minor modifications made in the production machines
have resulted in a considerably improved performance.
It has been authoritatively stated, as pointed out in last
week's issue of Flight, that the Hurricane has the very
remarkable speed range of 6:1. As the landing speed is
about 60 m.p.h., and the actual minimum stalling speed
is rather less than this, one is not far wrong in estimating
the top speed at something like .330 m.p.h.

It is customary to give the duration of a fighter in
terms of top-speed range. That is because the duration
can obviously be increased very greatly by throttling.
Probably the Hurricane carries petrol for nearly two hours
at full throttle (it would not be of much practical use if
it carried much less), and a top-speed range of about 600
miles appears a reasonable estimate.

A reassuring feature of the clean single-seater fighter is
that it can remain in the air on very little throttle, so
that when patrolling for invading bombers its duration
could probably be increased to something like four hours.
That is a point often overlooked when discussing the
relatively short top-speed duration of fighters.

WORK OF THE ROYAL AIR FORCE

THIS year there is no Royal Air Force Disolay at
Hendon, though a wider public will be able to see the
Service ccat home" at some fifty stations on Empire

Air Day, May 28.
All regular readers of Flight have come to look forward fo

the annual Royal Air Force Number, hitherio published at
the time of the Hendon Display, as an issue of exceptional
interest.

The loss of the Display does not mean that they will be
deprived of thit special review, for two days before
Empire Air Day, i.e., on Thursday, Mav 26, a gready
enlarged ROYAL AIR FORCE NUMBER will apoear.

It will contain articles and illustrations o! outstanding
merit, dealing with manv different aspects of the work of
the R.A.F. at home nd abroad. At the present time,
when the Royal Air Force is such an important factor in
Empire security, it behoves everyone to have a cleat
understanding of its organisation, equipment and duties
that information will be imparted in—

THURSDAY
WEEK
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26
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Fleet Air Arm News :
Military Aviation Abroad

The King inspects machines of the
Bomber Group. Above him towers
the nose of a Harrow, and behind can
be distinguished a Whitley, Wellesley

and Blenheim.

THE KING'S TOUR

LAST Monday, May 9, making one of a series of tours of in-
spection of the work of the Royal Air Force, His Majesty

U the King visited four stations—^ortholt, Harwell,
Upavon, and Thorney Island. Each station is representa-

tive of one of the Home Commands, namely. Fighter, Bomber,
Coastal and Training.

Northolt.—His Majesty arrived at Northolt from Windsor in his
Airspeed Envoy at 10 o'clock and was received by the Chief of Air
Staft, Air Chief Marshal Sir Cyril L. N. Newall. The following
officers were then presented to the King: A.O.C. in 'C, Fighter
Command, Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh C. T. Dowding;, A>O.C, No.
ii (Fighter) Group, Air Vice-Marshal E. L. Gossage; and the Station
Commander, Northolt, Group Capt. A. H. Orlebaf.

His Majesty inspected the aircraft and crews of No. 111 and No. 23
(Fighter Squadrons), which are equipped with the Hurricane and
the Demon 1 and are commanded by Sqn. Ldr. J. W, Gillan and
Sqn. Ldr. K. Y. Ecdes respectively. Following this,, the sector
operations room and the cirie-camera gun section were inspected;

Before His Majesty left for Harwell, accompanied by the Chief
of Air Staff and piloted by Wing. Cdr. E. H. Fielden, Capt. of the
King's Flight, A and B flights of No. 111 Squadron, each composed
of six Hurricanes, took off for a fly-past.

Northolt Aerodrome first opened in 1915 and several war-time
Squadrons were formed there. In recent history, it was the first
station to receive Hurricanes. . . .

Harwell.—On his arrival at Harwell, Berkshire, a station of No. 1
(Bomber) Group, His Majesty had presented to him the A.O.C. in C,
Bomber Command, Air Chief Marshal Sir Edgar R. Ludlow Hewitt;
the A.O.C., No. 1 (Bomber) Group, A. V.-M. P. H. L. Playfair; and
the Station Commander, Wing Cdr. L. G. Maxton.

The King inspected one flight each from Nos. 105 and 226 (Bomber)
Squadrons equipped with Battles and No. 107 (Bomber) Squadron
equipped with Hinds. At the same time representative bomber
types, including Harrow, Blenheim, Wellesley and Whitley aircraft
arrived for inspection from other stations.

A short tour of the station was made before His Majesty left for
Upavon.

March, 1937, saw the opening of Harwell Aerodrome, which is a
bomber station planned in the expansion programme.

Upavon.—The Central Flying School at Upavori, Wiltshire, is part
of No. 23 (Training) Group and is for the training of flying instruc-
tors. Four officers were here presented to the King on his arrival
from Harwell: The A.O.C. in C. Training Command, Air Marshal
C. S. Burnett; the A.O.C., No. 23 (Training) Group, A. V.-M. L. A.
Pattinson; the Commanding Officer, C.F.S., Group Capt. J. M. Robb;
and the Chief Instructor, Sqn. Ldr. IX D.'A. A. Greig.

His Majesty, after the presentation, made a tour of the school,
and took lunch in the Mess. He also inspected the Link Trainer
and the training machines in use at the station—Tutors, Hart
Trainers, Furies, Ansons and Oxfords. All personnel paraded on
the tarmac lor the King's departure, and an impromptu high-speed
aerobatic display was given by two Furies.

Upavon was one of the earliest stations of the R.F.C. and was
authorised as a joint military and naval training centre in 1912
under the title of the Central Flying School. The C.F.S. was moved
from Upavon in 1926 and did not return until 1935. In the mean-
time, several squadrons, including Fleet Air Arm units, were
stationed there.

Thorney Island.—The King's fourth and last visit was to Thorney
Island, Hants, a coastal reconnaissance station in No. r6 (Recon-
naissance) Group.

The A.O.C. in C, Coastal Command, Air Marshal Sir Frederick
Bowhill; the A.O.C., No. 16 (Reconnaissance) Group, A. V.-M. H. M.
Cave-Brown-Cave; and the Commanding Officer, Group Capt. J. C.
Russell, were presented.
' A tour of the station, including the torpedo section, the schools
of navigation and reconnaissance and general quarters, was made,
and representative aircraft types were viewed. These were the
Vildebeest, Anson, Walrus, Swordfish, Shark, Osprey, and Nimrod.
The King took tea in the Officers' Mess, and left by air at about
4.30 p.m.

The aerodrome at Thorney island is one of our most modern and
was opened last February for two Torpedo and four Fleet Air Arm
Squadrons. Nos. 42 and 22 (Torpedo Bomber) Squadrons moved
there from Ponibristle in March and the School of General Recon-
naissance was formed last April. As part of the expansion, the
whole of Thorney Island was taken over by the Government.

During his tour the King inspected almost every aircraft type
at present in service.

No. 72 Fighter Squadron Badge

THE Squadron Badge will be presented by the Commander-in-Chief
Fighter Command on Tuesday, June 14, to No. 72 (F.) Squadron.

The Squadron will be very happy to see any personnel of the old
72 Squadron who can find time to attend the ceremony; they will
be guests of the Squadron at Church Fenton.

Any member of the Squadron who is able to attend should notify
Capt. A. G. Lamplugh, at Lloyd's Building, 3.4, Lime Street, London,
E.C.3, at the earliest opportunity.

New-type Pegasus in Wellesley
HTHE Vickers Wellesley which was to have appeared at the Royal
JL Aeronautical Society's Garden Party last week-end was listed

as being fitted with a Bristol Pegasus XXII engine. Wellesleys in

service have either the Pegasus X or XX, the former being
moderately and the latter fully supercharged. The XXII engine
may be regarded as a development of the X and is the first produc-
tion-type Pegasus to give over 1,000 h.p. for take-off. The maxim11™
for all-out levol flight is QT5 h.p. at 6,250ft. Incidentally, the special
fairing behind the Long-Kange Wellesley's engines might improve
performance for the standard model.

Air Force List
' T ' l l E May issue of the Air Force List has now been pub-
J. lished. It can be purchased (price 4s.) from H.M. Stationery

Office at the following addresses: Adastral House, Kingsway.
London, W.C.2; 120, George Street, Edinburgh; 2, York Street, Man-
chester; 1. St. Andrew's Crescent, Cardiff; 15, Donegall bqi»re '
Belfast; or through any bookseller.
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Hawker Hurricanes (Rolls-Royce Merlin) o* the No. HI (Fighter) Squadron. One of the Squadron machines recently flew at an average speed
of 408 m.p.h. from Edinburgh to Northolt. ADVT.
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URBERRY
R.A.F. KIT

Undergraduates and

other gentlemen in-

tending to take up

permanent or short

service commissions

in the Royal Air Force

are advised to apply

to Burberrys Ltd. (ap-

pointed outfitters to

the Royal Air Force

College) for particu-

lars and prices of Kit.

Burberry representatives visit most

Air Stations in England to meet the

convenience of customers.

Civil Wear..,

Burberry Dress Suits

Burberry Sports Wear

BURBERRYS

All information as to
Civil Wear requirements,
with full list of prices
(well within the limit of
grant) will be sent on
application, Burberry
Solax, Gamefeather,
Lovat and Cheviot
Tweeds, Shetland, Don-
egal, Harris and other
Homespuns are offered
in many exclusive pat-
terns for every sport
and social occasion,,

HAYMARKET
LTD LONDON. S.W.1

The demand for
CAPSTAN

increases daily

BETTER BUY

CAPSTAN

PLAIN OR

CORK TIPPED

10 FOR 6 "

20 FOR 11^°

MORE AND MORE
PEOPLE ARE SMOKING

WILLS'$ CAPSTAN
CIGARETTES

W. 0.» H. 0. WWi,»riiWi m TM M|*r,it TMXto C * firm too* M Wllofl. Ut. C.C.OO9*'
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General Duties Branch
Air Comdre. A. G. R. Garrod, O.B.E., M.C., D.F.C., is appointed

Director of Equipment, Air Ministry, vice A.V-M. J. S. T. Bradley
O.B.E. (March 31J.

The following F/O.s are promoted to the rank oi Fit. Lt on the
dates stated:—A. M. Mulliken (A.Mt. Lt.), V. H. A. McBratney, K.
Capel-Cure (A.Fit. Lt.) (April 1); C. G. R. Lewis (April 3).

F/O. VV. I. Scott is granted the acting rank ot Fit. Lt. (February
24); Air Corndre. G. K. Broniet, D.S.O., O.B.E., is placed on the
retired list at his own request (April 25).

The following P/O.s on probation are confirmed in their appoint-
ments and promoted to the rank of F70. on the dates stated —
E. G. Farthing, W. R. Ford, R. V. B. Franklyn, P. N. Sowman
(January i); A. K. Chrisp (April 12).

Group Capt. G. Laing, C.B.E., is promoted to the rank of Air
Comdre. (May 1).

Royal Air Force Qazette
Accountant Branch

Sqn. Ldr. E. W. Horncasde if. placed on the retired list at his
own request (April 30).

.',3^ - :• Auxiliary Air Force
- " '•' General Duties Branch

F/O. J. W. Martin (late R.A.F.) is granted a commission as
Fit. Lt. (March 14). -

No. 608 (NORTH RIDING) (FIGHTER) SQUADRON.—Fit.
Newhouse relinquishes his commission (March 28).

Auxiliary Air Force Reserve of Officers
General Duties Branch

H. C. Newhouse is granted a commissiou as Fit. Lt. in Class
(March 28). . , . . - , . . ... .•„.; ' ;

Lt. H. C.

Royal Air Force Appointments
General Duties Branch

Air ViceMarshal.—O.. R. Nicholl, C.B.E., to H.Q., R.A.F., Middle
East, Cairo, Egypt; on appointment as Air Officer Commanding,
Z7-3-3S-

Wing Commanders.—C. F. Horsley, M.C., to R.A.F. Station, Am-
bala, India; to command, 1.4.38. A. D. Pryor, to R.A.F. Station,

,Linton-upon-Ouse; to command, 20.4.38. J. G. Walser, M.C., to
H.Q , R.A.F., Far East, for Air Staff (Intelligence) duties vice Wing
Cdr. A. G. Bishop, O.13 E., A.F.C., 15.4.38. D. V. Carnegie, A.F.C.,
to R.A.F. Station, Wittering; to command, 21.4.38. J. Blackford,
to Directorate of Staff Duties, Air Ministry, vice Wing Cdr. D. V.
Carnegie, A.F.C . 21.4.3M.

Squadron Leaders.—A. H. Owen, M.C., to Aeroplane and Arma-
ment Experimental Establishment, Martlesham Heath, for Adminis-
trative duties, 23.3.38. D. C. Prance, to Armament Training Station,
Leuchars; for flying duties, it.4.38. R. T. Taaffe, to R.A.F. Station,
Nairobi; to command, 1.3.38. G. B. Keily, to No. 216 (B.T.) Sqn.,
Heliopolis, figypt; for flying duties, 1.4.38. S. R. Ubee, to No. 3
(Indian) Wing, H.Q., Chakala, India; for Air Staff duties, 1.4.38.

i Flight Lieutenants.—R. C. Mead, A. McD. Bowman, to R.A.F.
Station, Ambala, India, 1.4.38. A. W. Geoghegan, to R.A.F. Station,
Dhibban, Iraq, 144.38. R. V. Mclntyre, to Communication Flight,

.Dhibban, Iraq, 4.4.38. F. A. J. Pollock-Gore, to No. 148 (B.) ,Sqn.,
Stradishall, 9.4.38. J. A. Tester, to No. 26 (A.C.) Sqn., Catterick,

!H.4.38. P. Haynes, to No. 74 (F.) Sqn., Homchurch, 10.4.38. " A. C

Watson, to R.A.F. Station, Catterick, 25.4.38. W. R. Sadler, to
No. 113 (B.) Sqn., Grantham, 24.4.38. H. F. Chester, to No. 108
(B.) Sqn., Bassingboum, 22.2.3S. A. E. Cairnes, to No. 7 A.T.S.,
Acklington, n.4.38. R. J. F. Craig, to No. 83 (B.) Sqn., Scampton,
2S.3.38. A. G. Strutt, to No. 2 F.T.S., Brize Norton, n.4.38. V. H.
Wilcox, to H.Q., Training Command, Market Drayton, 20.4.38.
E. N. A. Crowe-Browne, to Directorate of Equipment, Air Ministry,
15-4-38-

Equipment Branch
Group Captain.—R. W. Thomas, O.B.E., to Directorate of Equip-

ment, Air Ministry, for duty as Deputy Director of Equipment
(General), vice Group Capt. C. G Smith, O.B.E., 2.5.38.

Squadron Leader.—T. G. Bowler, to Directorate of Equipment,
Air Ministry, vies Group Capt. R. W. Thomas, O.B.E., 27.4.38.

Accountant Branch
Squadron Leader.—B. G. Drake, to No. 9 F.T.S., Hullavington,

for Accountant duties vice Sqn. Ldr. E. W. Horricastle, 27.4.38.
Medical Branch

Squadron Leader.—G. M. Anderson, to R.A.F. Station, Bassing-
bourn; for duty as M.O., 22.4.38.

Flight Lieutenant—S. R. C. Nelson, to R.A.F. Depot, Middle East,
Aboukir, Egypt. 16.3.38.

Dental Branch
Flight Lieutenant.—H. Keggin, to R.A.F. Station, Cranwell, 5.5.38.

J. J. Lawson, to R.A.F. Station, North Weald, 2.5.38.

FOREIGN SERVICE NEWS

.' V T - > ' - : - ' ^ T w o N e w Breguets ' ? : ?

INITIAL test flights are being made with the Breguet 730 naval
flying boat (four Gnome Rhone 14-N0) and the fighter-light

bomber 690 (two small-diameter Gnome-Rh6nes or Hispanos). It
was found necessary to arrange for induced draught in the cabin
of the latter machine to prevent asphyxiation of the crew by the
exhaust gases.

, ; ; ; ^ Trouble in the States'

IT is reported that following two fatal accidents, said to have
been due to engine trouble, thirty-five Seversky pursuit mono-

planes, one of the latest anH fastest machines in the U.S. Army
Air Corps, have been grounded at the Selfridge Field. The P/35
is a 300 m.p.h machine comparable with our Hurricane, and is
powered with a 1.000-h.p. Pratt and Whitnev Wasp. It seems

strange that a well-tried engine such as this, should be the sole
cause of the trouble. The machines were unable to take part in
the air manoeuvres whi> h commenced on Wednesday of last week.

Afghan Air Force Pupils

AT the request of the Afghan Government th& Indian Govern-
ment has agreed to train thirty Afghan students for the

Afghan Air Force. Eight will be trained as pilots, eight as ob-
servers, and twelve as mechanics; of the remaining two, one will
train as a wireless operator and the .other as a meteorological officer.

Towards the end of their training the student pilots will be
attached to squadrons.in different parts of India for the four
months' advanced course. The observers and mechanics will have
four months with the R.A.F. Squadrons, and the meteorological
officer will be under the Director-General ol Observatories at Poona.

NAVAL CORPULENCE : The new Brewster single-
seater fleet fighter for the U.S Navy powered with
a Cyclone G Points to note are the method of
retracting the undercarriage, the pilot's headrest
and the slinger* ring -spinner over the hub of the
Hamilton airscrew, which is likely to be of the new

reversible-pitch type to retard speed in a dive
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THE NEW GATWICK : An artist's conception of the proposed improvements, referred
to in a paragraph on page 477.

THE WEEK AT CROYDON
KA. Viator's" Causerie on Airline Affairs at London's Main Terminal and Elsewhere

NOW that the Ensign and Albatross are imminent
additions to the Imperial Airways fleet {as I am
credibly informed), I may be permitted to mention
that there have been those, even within the fold,

who began to suspect Heracles and Co. of a slight dis-
position to linger.

After all, that class of aircraft was definitely comfort-
able and what Dickens described as " a comfortable
woman '' was never the sort you would have suspected of
a turn of speed.

Suspicions of this loiterability were recently strengthened
when a well-known weekly illustrated paper produced a
picture of sundry camels being overtaken by Hanno, some-
where in Africa.

The camels are understood to have lodged an objection
through their solicitors, Messrs. Oonts, Oonts, Oonts,
Hairy, Scary, Oonts and Oonts, on the grounds that it
was not a race and they were not trying, and, moreover,
that a tail wind does not help them but merely ruffles
them the wrong way and chills the backs of their ears.
Official circles are reserved, the only comment being to
the effect that any remark about matters in the East
would be premature at present—and probably too late if
made to-morrow.

Somebody wrote in the Correspondence columns of Flight
last week to say that one of the railway companies gave
him full details of the air service on the Penzance-Scilly
Isles run of Olley Air Service, Ltd., which I said in Flight
of April 21st was still under the Railway Clearing House
ban. He should now pop in at a rail booking agency office
and try to book an air seat from Penzance to Scilly.
If they accept his money the fact will be that the company
has lifted the ban by stealth, and he will find them blush-
ing a pillar-box red at their fame. If not, what the
heck is the use of sending him full details of the service?

Somebody seems to have really done something bene-
ficial for the average airline pilot at last. This is a pleas-
ing contrast to all the public verbiage bemoaning the

pilot's lot for him (and eminently calculated to enhance
the orator's personal publicity) which we have heard lately.

The only document which enables an air pilot to earn
his living is his " B " licence, and through a remarkably
comprehensive insurance scheme, F. W. Jones and
Partners have enabled the pilot to insure against loss of that
licence. I understand that the premiums are very con-
siderably cheaper than for even the less complete schemes
of a vaguely similar nature which have existed in the past.

Whether the idea is sound or not may best be left to
the judgment of those it most nearly affects, and it is only
necessary to say that although the scheme has hardly
been in operation for a week, almost every Senior Captain
of the big companies has signed on the dotted line. Many
First Officers have followed suit and the rush still con-
tinues. There is an arrangement known to the vulgar as
" the never never" whereby monthly instalments will be
accepted. There is no shadow of doubt that to have ruch
a policy in the ditty-box beats all the syrups of the East
as a means of sleeping sound o' nights, both for the
average " B " licence pilot and for his wife, who (God
bless her!) gets most of the worry, after all.

Cdr. E. B. Fieiden, of British Airways, has now flown
over 100,000 passengers without so much as bruising the
very tenderest of them. A lot of his flying was done in
the early joy-ride days, operating from small fields, and
when chief pilot to Sir Alan Cobham's circus he once took
up 768 people in a day. He was one of the first Britisfe
Airways pilots to fly the night mail to Germany, and during
the first six months of the service he made 106 night jour-
neys between England and Germany.

Tons and tons of gold have been reaching England
lately, mostly by Sabena from Belgium. Belgium, how*
ever, seems to be but a clearing house and the rnysterjT
still, remains. Where does it come from and, moreover,
is it staying in this country or going out again, possibly
by boat? They estimate that about three tons a day has
been coming in here for the past two weeks.
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Fordhouses 91
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COMMERCIAL AVIATION (CONTINUED) : WORLD NEWS

Control at Southampton

SINCE April 30 the Air Ministry has been responsible for air
traffic control at Southampton Airport. Previously, cor-

poration officials have been carrying out the necessary duties.
This is a further move in the " implementation " of the May-
bury Committee's recommendation that the Government
"should provide, maintain and operate a comprehensive air
traffic control organisation adequate to secure the safety of air
communications." Air Ministry control stations already exist
at Croydon, Heston, Manchester (Barton), Portsmouth and
Doncaster.

~ i •'_-' Atlantic Preparations

ALTHOUGH France has not yet obtained the necessary
•O- authorisation from the Portuguese Government for the fly-
ing boats of Air France Transatlantique to use the Azores as
a stopping place, preparations for trial flights by that route are
proceeding and the Lieutenant de Vaisseau Pans, after carry-
ing out.various tests with Air France's star South Atlantic
pilot, Guillaumet, in charge, is being fitted with the new
Hispano engines which she will use across the North Atlantic.
Meanwhile, Guillaumet has returned to Dakar to resume his
job on the South Atlantic service.

London-Prague in 5i Hours

SINCE May 2 Air France, in co-operation with C.S.A., have
been operating two services daily to Prague from Paris

and two services in the reverse direction. Air France are
lising Bloch 220s and C.S.A. Savoia-Marchetti S.73S. The
services leave Le Boarget at 8.00 and 15.00 hours. Passengers
from London utilising the first of these services must stay in
Paris overnight, but if they use the second they need
not leave Croydon before 13.30 hours, which service gets them
to Prague at 19.00 houis. This is the only afternoon service
to. Prague from London. A stop is made at Strasbourg, thus
providing the first direct link between London and that town
in a single day.

Neon Control
ACCORDING to a recent Notice to Airmen the strip neon

•**• ground lights at Croydon—which, unfortunately enough,
lie more or less across the usual blind approach line—will only
be switched on when a machine is about to land unless the
pilot makes a specific request to the contrary. They will not
be switched on for take-off purposes except, again, on special
request.

These lights provide a very useful assistance to pilots in
gauging their height above the aerodrome when landing at night
or in conditions of bad visibility. One or two sections at the
north-east end of the strip may occasionally, and for experi-
mental purposes, have green lights substituted for the normal
orange lights from time to time.

Gatwick Once More

SOME time ago we published a paragraph briefly describing
the way in which Gatwick Airport could still be ex-

tended and improved for use as London's terminal airport.
Since then the plans have been rather more thoroughly con-
sidered and Airports, Ltd., have made some further sug-
gestions.

Their scheme involves the purchase of adjoining land, which
is, in fact, for sale, the extension of the present terminal build-
ing towards the railway station ; the laying of concrete or earth-
stabilised runways; and the building of more hangars. In its
extended form the airport would have runs varying between
1,800 and 2,500 yards—the latter, in the north-west to south-
east direction, to bs used, of course, for approaches and land-
ings in bad visibility.

Airports, Ltd., point out that Gatwick is in the best position
for Continental traffic, and, with the co-operation of the
Southern Railway, would be closest to London in point of time.
The surrounding country is comparatively flat, and, as the
proposed extension would automatically provide for the cutting
down of all trees, possible objections on this score would be
dealt with. The company claims that the airport is second
only to Gravesend in its freedom from fog. Needless to say,
the provision of runways would remove the sort of difficulties
which have previously been experienced with soft turf, and
it would seem that, in any case, it will be necessary for run-
ways to be laid in future at any airport which is being used
by the heavier and faster machines now beine developed.

Feverish
"VTEW regulations, which are designed to prevent, as far as
-*-Y possible, the introduction of infectious diseases into this
country through the medium of airborne traffic, will come into
iorce on July 1. In general, these regulations resemble those
for seaports which were introduced in 1933, and apply to all
Customs aerodromes. Details will be found in the Statutory
Rules and Orders No. 299 of 1938.

Oslo's Land-Sea Airport

WORK on the new Oslo airport at Fornebu is being speeded
up, so that, it is now hoped, it will be in use next

summer. So far well over 800,000 cubic metres of rock have
been blasted away, while an aggregate of 70,000 square metres
of runway and tarmac have been completed. By next summer
the area will total 130,000 square metres, and this will mean
that the first stage of the construction has been completed. A
later effort will be the completion of an adjacent sea airport
at Rolfstangen. ; _.• r._ : _ ,v -;...; .';_

R.A.S. Empire Exhibition Service

RAILWAY Air Services' special London-Glasgow service for
the Empire Exhibition is proving popular. Operated by

D.H.86s, the route gives a tarmac-to-tarmac time of 3 | hours.
Northbound machines leave Croydon at 9.30 a.m., arriving at
Renfrew at 12.50 p.m., and the southbound service, leaving
Renfrew at 8.45 a.m., arrives at Croydon at 12 noon. An inter-
mediate stop is made at Speke, and calls on request are made
at Birmingham and Stoke-on-Trent. The service is confined to
week-days. . '. "'. . ' ;'•'•" • -'- •',"

: New Zealand Correlation
"DETWEEN January 16, 1936, and February 25 this yiar,
-*-* Union Airways of New Zealand have carried a total of
19,808 passengers on their combined Palmerston North-
Dunedin and Wellington-Auckland services. During this time
more than 7,000 hours have been flown by the company's
D.H. 86 and Lockheed Electras with a regularity percentage
of 98.99.

Earlier this year we explained the co-ordinated airway plan
now in operation in New Zealand. East Coast Airways, using
D.H. Dragons, are operating their Gisborne-Palmerston North
run and have just started a feeder service between Palmerston
North and Wanganui. Cook Strait Airways, using D.H.
Rapides, are flying from Wellington to Hokitika, while Air
Travel (N.Z.), using two D.H. Fox Moths and a Dragonfly,
take the passenger on from Hokitika to the Franz Josef and
Fox Glaciers.

In the meantime, the Mt. Cook Tourist Co. propose to
operate a service from Christchurch to the Hermitage and,
according to information from New Zealand, it seems that they
may use a Miles Peregrine—presumably one. of the two proto-
types. • -

Portugal and Africa

A FEW weeks ago we gave details of the plans of the Por-
tuguese Government air service in East Africa. D.E.T.A.

Airways, as the operators are known, already run a service
between Lourenco Marques and Johannesburg, and on April 11
the coastal service between Lourenco Marques and Quelimane
was opened. This service is being run on a definite schedule with
stops at Inhambane and Beira, and the D.H. Rapides leave
Lourenco Marques on Mondays and Thursdays and leave Queli-
mane for the return journey on Tuesdays and Fridays. The
all-in time for the run in each direction is about eight hours.

The Johannesburg service, incidentally, has been designed,
as far as possible, to link up with the Imperial Airways boat
service calling at Lourenco Marques. The D.E.T.A. services
leave Lourenco Marques on Sundays, Wednesdays, and Satur-
days, and leave Germiston, Johannesburg, on Mondays, Thurs-
days and Saturdays. Negotiations are in progress with Imperial
Airways to arrange the necessary co-operation in case of any
slight delay in services on which the connection is made on
the same day. The Sunday north-bound boat leaves Lourehco
Marques fairly late in the morning so that passengers arriving
by D.E.T.A. on the Saturday service will not need to arise at
any unearthly hour.

In addition to the four D.H. Rapides, the Dragonfly and the
Hornet Moth used by D.E.T.A., three Junkers Ju. 52 are on
order. The agents are Parry, Leon and Hayhoe, of 2, Conduit
Street, London, W.i.
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Topics of the Day ,^
This England - : ;

IN this country it is almost customary for private owners
and amateur pilots generally to treat flying as a rather
haphazard means of personally conducted transport, and
to treat winter flying in particular as a pastime demanding

the utmost attention to weather reports. During the past
six weeks or so—at least until the break in the weather—
it has been possible to make real use of a normally equipped
aeroplane on practically every day. Furthermore, it has
generally been possible to fly without concentration and
without the necessity for continuous map-reading. And
that is what flying should be.

On one day at the beginning of last month 1 spent an
afternoon wandering about the Midlands under a blue sky
with visibility of the ten mile order. In these circum-
stances maps were merely a comfort and the compass a
useful device to encourage straight flying, but neither was
in the least necessary. It would have been possible to
fly on any old map.

In fact, there are more days of this kind during the
year than most people imagine, and the depressing weather
reports which are so often obtained are usually found, and
rightly so, to be somewhat on the pessimistic side.

The ability to make a detour on the spur of the moment
off a predetermined track without feeling slightly worried
about one's whereabouts or about the weather in different
parts ol the country make flying for sheer amusement
very well worth while. The track which is drawn between
A and B and which must be so closely followed in rain or
poor visibility, appears very rarely to pass over any places
of real interest With little deviations from time to time
a very ordinary cross-country flight, made however ear-
nestly on business bent, can be made much more amusing.

A few years ago I used to fly with an owner—alas! no

Spectatorial

DURING this particular trip I had a look at the London
Gliding Club centre near Dunstable and was not

really surprised to find such a large number of parked cars
and spectators of one kind or another. Not only is the
spot a pleasant one in the ordinary course of events, but
there really is something to see in this soaring business.
In the old days people used to come out to watch the
flying at aerodromes, but nowadays the power-driven de-
vices simply go up and down—and there is nothing very
new about that.

There is, however, still something surprising about a
flying machine which goes up and stays up without the
help of some form of motive power, and the spectators,
generally speaking, appear to realise that sailplanes stay
up by virtue of skill, and skill alone.

All this spectatorial business is a good thing, since one
out of every hundred
visitors will want to try
his hand at the sport,
and those flying clubs
at which the member-
ship is tending to fall
off might attempt to
attract the c a s u a l
watcher. In the early
days of the club move-
ment people came quite

-r ; : . "̂  automatically because
the sight of any solid matter well and truly adrift from
the earth was an unusual one ; nowadays, any club which
wishes to attract the lay visitor must put on something
special in the way of a show, and the risk here is that
we shall go back to the absurd position when practically
every club in the country ran some sort of display. The
same visiting pilots put up the same demonstration show
at every one of them, and no organiser appeared to be
able to think of anything new. Spectators, consequently,
became bored.

While on the subject of dropping membership, one or
two very honest secretaries and other dignitaries have told
me that they cannot reasonably put too much of the blame
on to the Reserve system, since the great majority of
Reserve pilots would not otherwise have been able to afford
to fly. Unfortunately, the man or woman who has a
sufficiency of spare cash is so often beyond the years when
he or she cares to take up something entirely new and
apparently (if one reads the papers) dangerous. Neverthe-
less it should still be possible, with a little effort, to
attract new-comers from the class of people who are either
ineligible for the Reserve or who do not feel inclined to tie
themselves down in this way.

Qround Transport

ONE of the least encouraging features of flying is the
fact that aerodromes are necessarily not only a long

way from the town centres, but also rather ofi the beaten
track, and about a year ago I suggested that somebody
might seriously consider the idea of organising a vast car-
hire system for all reasonably busy aerodromes.

The airline people, of course, arrange their own ground
transport for their passengers, but the private owner and
club pilot who has just travelled two hundred miles in less
than a couple of hours often has to waste at least another
hour at an aerodrome before obtaining, at fabulous cost,
some mediocre form of transport to take him to his real
destination

My idea really consists of an attempt to make the best of
both worlds ; to use an aeroplane for the long distances and
yet to have a car always available for short-distance travel-
ling The non-flying traveller is, of course, in exactly the
same position. He can choose between the effort involved
in driving a car a very long way and the nuisance, if he
decides to go by rail, of being without a car at the other
end. The only difference is that the traveller by train is

longer with us—who was very keen on archeology, and' at least disgorged in the centre of things, where wheeled
the result was that map-reading developed a new interest. vehicles are obtainable at reasonable prices, whereas the
Such things as the sites of Roman villas usually show up pilot parks his aeroplane and either hopes for a lift or rings
very well from the air. u p s o m e t a x i . r a n k t e n m i l e s a w a

 r
 INDICATOR.
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WESTLAND AIRCRAFT LTD

Photo. Chas. E. Brown.

Because of their reliability,
the number of applications
for "Oi l i te" Self-lubricating
Bronze Bearings in the
aircraft industry is ever-
increasing, and they are fully
approved by the A.I.D.
Write for samples, and copies
of our Oilite Brochure T.I.

MANGANESE BRONZE E-BRAS5
HANDFOftG W0RK5,

Itoullon & Paul
Proved Construction
for

HANGARS

and

FACTORIES

London Office: HorEeferry House, Westminster, S.W.I, victoria 4386
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COMBINED VIRTUES
The Arpin Monoplane Makes Its Public Appearance : A New Pusher Type
--•.•;..••.- '^y :• .;• i,-.-•--••; -with a Tricycle Undercarriage :

TOWARDS the end of last year we gave some details and
published a scale drawing of a new private-owner type
which was being made by M. B. Arpin and Co., of Long-
ford, West Dray ton, Middlesex. During the last few

weeks the prototype has been nearing completion, the final
assembly and finishing work being done at Rollasons at Han-
worth, and the machine came out into the open in public for
the first time at the R.Ae.S. Garden Party.

For a prototype the Arpin A.I monoplane is certainly very
well made and finished. A great deal of attention has been
paid to detail work and such items as control leads are of a
sturdy and workmanlike type such as one expects to see only
on larger machines. Apart from what is still an unconven-
tional general layout, the structure is comparatively orthodox.
The wing is of plywood-stressed skin with a single spar, which,
though in three pieces for dismantling purposes, is virtually
continuous. What used, in the old days, to be called the
nacelle is a particularly capacious box structure in which the
pilot and the passenger are seated in tandem beneath a trans-
parent " lid " giving more than ample headroom. The three-
piece windscreen must be nearly two feet in depth and, since
the machine is of the pusher type, the view in all the essential
directions should be as good as is possibly obtainable.

The two fully cantilever booms which support the tail unit
are built up of four membrrs in diamond section with plywood
stiffening. The tailplane and the two fins are each again of
ply-stressed construction and the control rods for the elevator
and rudders pass through the centre of the port and star-
board booms respectively. There is, in fact, no exterior
control mechanism and the entire machine is as clean as the
attention to personal comfort in the nacelle will permit.

The three-piece trailing-edge flap extends from aileron to
aileron and each section is a double-surfaced structure.

The engine fitted to the prototype is an A.D.g R. British
Salmson radial with a maximum output of 68 b.h.p., in which
a four-bladed airscrew is driven through a reduction gear. The
slow airscrew speed should permit good efficiency at the lower
end of the speed range. The fuel tanks are arranged in the
centre section on the starboard side, and there is a gravity
tank for direct feed to which fuel is pumped by means of a
handle in the cockpit. This tank has a capacity sufficient for
three-quarters of an hour's flying, and beside the pilot there
is an overflow indicator to tell him when he has duly filled it
up. In all, the fuel capacity is such that the estimated en-
durance at cruising speed is as much as five hours.

Since it is obviously possible to break any undercarriage by
either gliding it or allowing it to sink into the ground at a high
vertical velocity, Mr. Arpin has not attempted to give the
tricycle undercarriage anything very exceptional in the way of
travel. He feels that a machine should normally be landed in
a more or less orthodox fashion and the tricycle arrangement
is designed in this case merely to give the pilot, so to speak,
a second chance and to improve the ground characteristics
general)}-. The Arpin's undercarriage is, in effect, a rational-
ised tricycle. The castering front wheel is steerable.

A brief test flight was carried out last week-end by Mr.
Wynne Eyton, but no actual performance figures are yet avail-
able. The estimated maximum speed of the Arpin is 108
m.p.h., the cruising speed (at 65 per cent, power) is expected
to be 95 m.p.h. and the landing speed, with the flaps down,
rather less than 40 m.p.h.

i
"Flight" photographs.

These two views, and the one in the heading above, give a
good idea of the appearance of the prototype Arpin. The

engine at present fitted is a 68 h.p. British Salmson.

London-1.0.M. Entries

SOME interesting entries have already been received for the
London to Isle of Man Race which takes place on Satur-

day, June 4. Lord Wakefield has entered the De Havilland
Technical School's T.K.2, which, as reported recently in Flight,
is being considerably modified by the students, the modifica-
tions including cutting down of the wing area.

Mr. Giles Guthrie is to fly a Mew Gull and Mr. W. Humble
a Sparrowhawk, while Herr Seidemann, the German pilot who
was awarded first place last vear with a Messerschmitt Taifun,
will also take part.
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LONDON

THE flying time for last week was 49 hr. 5 min., and Messrs. T.
Phelan, A. J. Cormack and M. Birchenough were new members.

MARSHALL'S
During the last week in April 33 hours' flying was put in and

cross-country flights were made to Hatfield, Speke, Ipswich, Reading
and Hanworth.

STRATHTAY
Recent splendid weather having proved an inducement, a total of

56 hours' flying was put in. Several new members have joined,
including Mr. Charles Thornton, who has very definite " A " licence
intentions.
BORDER

Cross-country flights covering a wide area bounded by Newtown-
ards, Abbotsinch, Kenlrew and Newcastle were made during April
and 112 hr. 15 min. were (town. Arrangements for Empire Air Day
are well forward.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

The South African lady golfers are to be entertained to dinner at
Sywell on May 31, after which they will be flown to Stratford-on-
Avon. The flying hour; are steadily improving and several new
flying members have joined.
READING .?SI • • . . . ^ • \ - : : -e i - -;>.

In spite of thick weather at the beginning of the week and the
high winds at the end, the machines were kept busy. Cross-
countries in the Miles Whitney Straight included Luton, Bekes-
bourne, Portsmouth and several to Brooklands.

BOURNEMOUTH
With cross-country flights made by members to Harwell and Hay-

ling, a satisfactory flying total of 24 hours was achieved. Mr.
J. T. W. Avis was successful in making his first solo and new mem-
bers—Messrs. Hartley and Gisborne—were welcomed.

REDHILL
Five machines went in formation with Brooklands to lunch at

Lympne. On Sunday, the Chilton monoplane was demonstrated to
members. " A " licence tests were passed by Messrs. P. Nathan and
H. G. V enables, and a total oi 44 hr. 10 min. flying was put up.

BROOKLANDS
A luncheon visit to the Cinque Ports Club was made by seven

machines from Brooklands and live from Redhill. Arrangements are
being made for a flight to Glasgow in order to visit the Kmpire
Exhibition. During the last week Cdr. Stewart made his first solo
and Mr. Longmore executed his night cross-country for " B "
licence tests.

HAMPSHIRE
Night flying instruction was taken by Messrs. J. L. Gregory and

M. R. Ingle-Finch, the former also making his " B " licence night
flight from Croydon to Southampton. Mrs. Anne Budd, aged 93,
made a flight in the Club Leopard over the Queen Mary. A total of
32 hr. 5 min. was flown during the week ended May 6. For the
month of April, 206 hr. 45 min. wai put in.

BRISTOL AND WESSEX
The garden party ol the Bristol and Wessex Flying Club will be

held on Saturday, June 11 when an arrival competition for all air-
craft landing between 14.30 and 15.30 will carry prizes of £10 (first)
a^d £5 (second). Flying during April was well up to average and
89 hr. 15 rnin. was logged for the month. In addition, 11 hr. 25 min.
was put in during the week ended May 6.

BARTON (BEDS)
Visitors to the Bedford School of Flying during last week included

two mass formation flights from Hatfield. Sir Arnold Wilson, M.P.
for Hitchin, called in to inspect the club and was profuse with his
congratulations to the general manager of the airport on the good
progress made. A new member was Mr. B. R. Turner, of Bedford.
BOMBAY

The Bombay Flying Club put in 141 hours for the month of April,
during which cross-countries were made to Deolali, Poona, Himat-
nagar, Junagadh and other places. Messrs. L. Hirachand and
H. S. B. Tyabjee obtained their " A " licences. A speed-judging
competition was held for the cadets of l.M.M.T.S. Dufferin when
they visited the club on April 13, and the winner was awarded a
joy-ride.
YORKSHIRE

Several flights were made carrying Press photographers wishing to
secure pictures of the moorland fires in Derbyshire and Yorkshire.
Among charter trips were visits to Glasgow for the Empire Exhibi-
tion. Notable visitors included F/O. C. F. Hughesdon and his
wife, Miss Florence Desmond. The total flying for April was
202 hr. 15 min and for the week ended May 6 a further 58 hr. 35 min.
was flown.
NORFOLK AND NORWICH

The fruits of the flying scholarship recently awarded to one of
their employees by Mann Egerton and Co. are now being reaped,
the winner having made his first solo flight. Twenty-two hours'
flying was recorded by pupils and pilots for the week ended May \,
a large proportion of this time having been spent in cross-country
flights. The gliding section is proving very popular, and quite long
flights are being made. Plans for Empire Air Day are well in baud.
C I N Q U E P O R T S .; A

On Sunday last, visiting aircraft from Brooklands and RedhUl
dropped in for lunch. Mrs. Davis, Mr. Du Port and Mr. A. J. S.
Morris flew to the R.Ae.S. Garden Party, Mr. David Llewellyn
went to St. Inglevert in Lord Patrick Crichton-Stuart's Hendy Hobo
to give a demonstration, and Mr. A. J. S. Morris flew to Manchester
in the Leopard. Mr. B. K. Scrivens made his first solo. High winds
still prevailed at Lympne during the last week and only 40 hours'
flying was logged.

HERTS AND ESSEX
Throughout the fortnight to May 5 extremely rough weather per-

sisted and suspended flying on several days, including attendance
at the Shoreham Dawn Patrol on May 1. The first competition of
the season—a cross-country event for the Margaret Blackshaw chal-
lenge cup—was flown off on April 24, when Mr. Geo. Parker was
winner, with Mrs. A. R. Frogley and Mr. D. C. Mason second and
third respectively. Mr. G. L. Parbury sailed on April 29 for South
Africa to take up the position of assistant instructor to the Rand
Frying Club • . . • . • 1

P E N A N G ' • " • . ' • - • • ~ ; ' - v r . V ; • - • ' • * - - - • • • • • • - • " • • ~ ' ^ ; - /

On the 6th of the month the Penang Flying Club held its annual
rally and display which, owing to the wholehearted co-operation
of the Royal Air Force from Singapore, the Fleet Air Arm, the
Straits Settlements Volunteer Air Force and the Malayan Flying
Clubs, proved an unmitigated success. Fifty-seven machines took
part, including even; available civil aircraft in Malaya. The display
consisted of formation flying, an aerial combat by No. 36 (T.B.)
Squadron and the S.S.V.A.F., and some spectacular dive bombing by
eighteen Swordfish from H.M.S. Eagle. During March several
machines from the other Malayan flying clubs visited Penang, and
the usual cross-country flights helped to swell the flying times of
109 hr. 40 rnin. Mr. White did his first solo flight, and has since
completed all the tests of the Straits Settlements " A " licence.

A Vega at St. Moritz
TT may be recalled that a rather attractive heading photo-
-*- graph in a recent issue of Flight showed a Vega Gull on the
St. Moritz Airport—the first English privately owned machine
to land there. Actually, we understand, the machine was the
property of Mr. Ian Williamson and had been flown there by
Mr. Vernon Motion; the photograph was taken by Mr. Andrea
Badrutt.

Amateur Proficiency

IN the fifth number of the Herts and Essex Club's house maga-
zine a new proficiency scheme which has been developed by

the club is outlined.
This scheme involves the issue of a special proficiency badge

for those members who wish to reach a high standard, but who
are either debarred from obtaining, or who do not wish to
obtain, their ' B " licence. The qualifications involve the
completion of 100 hours and the passing of tests (including one
for blind flying, but excluding a night flight) similar to those
required of ' B " licence applications.

On the whole, the idea is an extremely good one, and should
not only encourage members to do more flying, but also help
to bridge the gap which at present exists between the quite
nominal " A " licence and the " B " licence.

R.Ae.C. Official Notices
\EAUVILLE Rally.—The Royal Aero Club is anxious to

have a large gathering of private owners on July 16-18 at
Deauville, where they will be the guests of the Aero Club of
Deauville during the week-end. The invitation is open to all,
and those who wish to take part should apply to the Royal
Aero Cltfb for particulars.

* * *
King's Cup Air Race.—Intending competitors are reminded

that entries close on May 28. The race will take place at Hat-
field on July 2 over a course of 1,000 miles, consisting of twenty
laps of a triangular circuit of fifty miles, starting and finish-
ing at Hatfield Aerodrome. The prizes, in addition to the cup
presented by His Majesty the King, amount to £2,000 offered
by Viscount Wakefield.

Full particulars and entry fofms can be obtained on applica-
tion to the Royai Aero Club.

* * #
Elections.—Mr \V. Lindsay Evcrard, M.P., has been elected

chairman and Mr. F. Handley Page, C.B.E., vice-chairman
of the Club for the year 1938.

Captain R. L. Preston and Mr. Kenneth Davies have been
elected to the two vacancies on the committee.

H. E. FERRIN, Secretary.
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CURRENT STOCKS OF
AIRCRAFT NUTS EXCEED

000.000
IN OVER

5 0 DIFFERENT TYPES
- IN NEW DESIGNS SPECIFY S I M M O N D S

PRODUCTS AND AVOID DELAY IN DELIVERY

SIMMONDS AEROCESSORIES
SHELL MEX HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

A$soc. Company
IN AMERICA*

Simmond$ Aerocusones Inc.,
551, 5th Avenue, JVnv York

**xcephng Simmonds Nuta

AMOC. Company
IN POLAND

Aerokcmoria Simmondt 'a,
CzercJra /•*, Warucw

AMOC. Company
IN FRANCE

A*rKe*s*ir*s Simmonde,
33, Avenue du Champa Ely$tts, Paris
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Aviation as a
profession
AVIATION O F F E R S A SOUND CAREER
to pilots who have had a complete training in all requisite
branches of flying and ground subjects.

HAMBLE-TRAINED PILOTS HAVE PROVED THIS
by the fact that they are in constant demand for good
appointments. ....-.-.• ..".- i '••..
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TRAIN for
SUCCESS
By The Postal Method

The world's leading correspondence
school offers sound instruction in
Aeroplane Designing, Fittin-g and Rig-
ging and Aero-Engine Fitting ; also
expert preparation for Ground En-
gineers' Categcries A, B, C and D, and
Royal Aero Society's Examinations.

Write to-day for special free booklet,
" Aeronautical Engineering."

INTERNATIONAL.
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, Ltd,
Dept. 182, International Buildings,

Kingsway, London, W.C.2

TEN F I R S T
PLACESPLACES

Gained by T.I.G.B. Students in the Royal
Aeronautical Society's Examinations.

For authoritative training study with Tbe T.I.G.B.,
the FIRST Institution of its kind approved by the
Royal Aeronautical Society and the premier Corre-
spondence Training Organ'sation for Aeronautical
Students.

" The Eugiueer's Guide to Success "—Free—gives full
porticulars of The T.I.G.B.'s courses in Aeronautical
subjects, contains the widest choice of engineering
Courses in the world—over 200 courses—and alone
gives the Regulations for Qualifications such as
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.Ae.E., Ground Engineers, Air
? V f ? W ' Kl»*!« " £ " L i c e n e e - A-M.I.MecB.E..
A.M.I.E.E., etc. The T.I.G.B. Guarantees training
until successful. Write to-day for copy, stating
branch, post or qualifications that interests you

THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
OF GREAT BRITAIN

37, TEMPLE BAR HOUSE, LONDON, E.O.4
{Pounded 1917. 20,000 Successes)

EVERY
FRIDAY

"I E1CESTERSHIRE AERO CLUB, The Air-
J_i port, Leicester.—"B" licence course,
£210; " A " licence, £15; Instructors Coarse,
£25; training on Tiger Moths, Leopard Moth
and B.A. (Cirrus) Swallow; night flying; resi-
dential accommodation available.

THE KENT FLYING CLUB, Canterbury
Aerodrome, Canterbury. Kent. Tel.:

Bridge 60.—No entrance fee; ah initio and ad-
vanced training; blind flying; instructor's
courses, "A" and " B " licences.—Full par-
ticulars from tbe Secretary.

mHE LONDON AEROPLANE CLUB.

THE Finest Private Air School in the King-
dom. Instruction in every branch of fly-

ing activity amid country club surroundfngs.
TTTRITE for Particulars to the Secretary at
T V Hatfield Aerodrome, Hertfordshire.

TXTIRELESS TRAINING.

p LONDON TELEGRAPH TRAINING
L COLLEGE, Ltd., Earls Court, S.W.5. 20.

Penywern Rd. Tel.: Flaxman 8721. Est. 41
years.

AWAY from the Distractions Associated
with Aerodromes, you can qualify in the

shortest time with the guidance and individual
assistance of our experienced staff.

ALL Students Nominated for the Air Minis-
try Examination by the College have

passed at the first attempt.

MODERATE Fees.—Apply for prospectus,
Dept. F.

Books
" TVT 0 R E Sketches by " Casque " of " The

1WL Autocar."—Racing, Rallies and Trials—
as they often are. A collection of humorous
pen drawings by S. C. H. Davis, mostly repro-
duced from the pages of " The Autocar." The
sketches are linked by a running commentary.
Price 2/- net. By post 2/3. From Iliffe and
Sons, Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford at., Lon-
don, S.E.I.

" TT ÎJELS and Carburettors." By P. M.
-T Heldt. (U.S.A.). A survey of available

motor fuels with respect to carburettor design,
with explanations of carburettor details and
illustrated descriptions of many different types.
Price 15/- net. By post 15/6, from Iliffe and
Sons, Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.I.

"Flying Training"
for

PILOT'S 'A' LICENCE • PILOT'S 'B' LICENCE
(Private) (Commercial)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTORS' COURSES. BLIND
FLYIHG. SIGHT FLYING. REFRESHER COURSES.
1st and 2nd Class Navigator's Licences at a controlled
Airport, equipped ifilh }alt.K' wir-less, flood lighting, etc..

wher^ actual commercial flyinp is being carried mtt.
Hampshire School of Flying Ltd.,

Southampton Airport .
' Tel.: K.-mtleiph 87237. ^__

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
AERONAUTICAL

ENGINEERING TRAINING
Providing Complete Practical Works and Aero-
drome Experience for Administrative Side of Civil
and Commercial Aviation; students accepted in
first instance for probationary term only; day
and residential. Syllabus from.
The College of Aeronautical Engineering, Chelsea, S.W.3

AVIATION CAREER

ESTFISH1FE
FLYING SCHOOL

Principal: PERSHORE
Flying Officer .lames Bunning.
Cheapest School. Thorough Training.
Resident Pupils. " A " and " B " Pilots'
Licences, Instructors' Certificates. Air Minirtry
approved Blind Flying Course. Residential Club.

NASH
AIRCRAFT SALES

{Proprietor: Tommy Nash)
NEW and SECOND-HAND AIRCRAFT

iof immediate delivery
PRIVATE Hire Purchase arranged.

CROYDON AIR PORT
O&ct Room 159. 'Phone. Croydon 6484

Third Revised Edition—25/- net.

MARTIN'S AIR NAVIGATION
A concise 3aide to tbe 2nd Class Navigator's Licence

By C.W. MARTIN (Late R.N.A.S.& R.A.F.)
Chief Instructor Imperia School of Air Navigation

This edition complies with the Air Ministry Syllabus
issued February, 1938.

There is nothing in the text which is not the source
g{ potential questions, Copiously illustrated.

Tie randan] t«t boon for Air Ministry Exam,nation.
THE EVERSLEY PRESS Ltd., 34, Craven St., W.C.2

FLY WITH THEREFORE
W R I T E , " P H O N E OB V I S I T

«A"&"B" T U P RATES

Lieence.NightFlying I H fc 40/-Dual 30-Solo
INSTRUCTOR'S COURSE ANY SALES ALL REPAIRS

A I R C R A F T FOR SALE
D.H. Puss Moth, £375
B.A. Swallow Cataract 11, £475
Gipsy I Moth (Wood), «»&
Gipsy I Moth (Metal). £295
Short Scion Junior, £1495

CINQUE PORTS FLYING CLUB
Chief Instructor : F'O D*v'd Llewellynl LYMPNE AIRPORT, KENT [Hythe6l7|j
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
Prepaid Advertisement Rates: 2d. per word, minimum 3 6. Situations Wanted ONLY. 18 vords, 1/6. lid. per
word after. For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be addressed to numbers at the offices of "FLIGHT."

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertise-
ment charge, which must include the words " Box 000. c/o ' Flight." " Replies should be addressed " No. 000. c/o ' FLIGHT.' Dorset
House: Stamford Street. London, S.E.I." Series Discounts are allowed to trade advertisers as follows on order for consecutive
insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance. 13 consecutive insertions, 5%; 26 consecutive, 10%: 52 consecutive. 15%.
Latest time of arrival of advertisements for these columns, FIRST POST TUESDAY of each week at: Dorset House, Stamford
Street. London, S.E. 1. or one day earlier at branch offices (addresses, see first Editorial oasre)

Deliveries are now
being made of the 1938

STINSON
SR. 10

incorporating many refinements.
Full particulars of these luxury machines

on application to

BRIAN ALLEN AVIATION LTD.
CROYDON AIRPORT Croydon 0031-2

AMERICAN AIRCRAFT
& ENGINE SERVICE LTD

REPAIRS • OVERHAULS
ALL SPARES IN STOCK

CROYDON AIRPORT CROYDON 0031-2

This is the NEW Side-by-Side Dual

Control < ' T | P Q Y "

A Cruises at over
w lOOm.p.h Other

outstanding ad-
vantages are low
initial, running
and maintenance
costs.

Advance information from

SOUTHERN
DISTRIBUTION:

Brian Allen Aviation Ltd.
Airport of London, Croy-
don. Croydon 0031-2

NORTHERN
DISTRIBUTION :

W a r d s Ai r c r a f t
Liverpool Airport.

Wallasey - - 4151-3

Manufacturers :
TIPSY AIRCRAFT CO. LTD.,

{Licensees of Avions Fairey S-A.)

London Air Park, Hanworth, Middlesex. Feltham 2694

" V E R Y " Signals &

Aircraft for Sale' v

W S. SHACKLETON, Ltd., particularly
. draw your attention to the following out-

standing offers:—

M ILES Hawk Major, Gipsy Major engine, air-
frame hours 225 since new, engine hours

260, air log in rear cockpit, A.S.I, in front,
owned and operated by makers since new ;;nd
just overhauled by them for renewal of C. of A.
for one year; price only £465!!!—Apply, W. S.
Shac-kleton. Ltd.

B.A. Mark II Swallow, G-ADDB, Pobjoy
Cataract II engine, fitted with over £60

worth of extras, comprising altimeter. A.S.I,
and clock in front cockpit, Reid and Sigrist in-
struments and special Husun compass in rear
cockpit, total hours 410 since new, 110 since
complete engine overhaul, C. of A. to July 15,
1938; price, £285!!!

A VEO Avian, fitted with Genet V engine.
-A. slots, A.S.I, in front, airframe completely
overhauled and complete with one year's Certi.
flcate of Airworthiness; engine hours 160, air-
irame hours 750 since new; price £165!!!—Apply,
W. S. Shackleton, Ltd.

D .H. 89 Rapide, two Gipsy Six engines, all-up
weight 5,500 lb., equipment includes flaps,

landing and navigation lights, Sperry instru-
ments; total aircraft hours 1,660, engine hours
1,300 and 1,300 since new, 175 and 123 since com-
plete overhaul, C. of A. for one year.—Apply,
W. S. Shackleton, Ltd.

BKAND New Swallows, latest Mark II type,
fitted with brand new Cirrus Minor engines,

complete with one year's C. of A., standard
equipment and engine guarantee; list price £875,
our price £550!!!—Apply, W. S. Shackleton,
Ltd., for fuller particulars.

B.A. Eagle, Gipsy Major engine, airframe
hours 178 since new, engine hours 174, equip-

ment includes blind flying instruments, naviga-
tion lights, Harley landing light, upholstery by
Rumbold's, in excellent condition, fully modi-
fied, and with one year's C. of A.; our price
£495!!!—Apply, W. S. Shackleton, Ltd.

A VRO Sports Avian, Gipsy II engine, air-
A . frame hours 815 since new, engine hours
880 since new, 98 since complete overhaul, Certi-
ficate of Airworthiness for one year; special
satin finish and in excellent condition; instru-
ments in front cockpit.—Apply, W. S. Shackle-
ton, Ltd.

D .I1. 89 Rapide, two Gipsy Six engines, fitted
with Sperry instruments and equipped for

wireless, aircraft hours 1,200, engine hours 1,350
and 1.300 since new, 240 and 240 since complete
overhaul; eight passenger seats; last renewal
of C. of A. carried out by makers; C. of A.
expires January, 1939.—Apply, W. S. Shackleton,
Ltd.

D .H. Leopard Moth, Gipsy Major engine,
total hours approximately 700 since new,

navigation lights and turn and bank indicator,
C of 4. for one year, colour crtam and green;
price, £725!!!—Apply,'W. S. Shackleton, Ltd.

D .H. Hornet Moth, Gipsy Major engine,
bonded and screened for wireless and fitted

with Marconi set, navigation lights, under 80
hours since new; C. of A. to March 10, 1939.—
Apply, W. S. Shackleton, Ltd.

BRITISH Salmson Engine, type AD9R. Series
II, absolutely brand new and complete with

all accessories; will accept £55 for prompt cash.
TT'AIRCIIILD Floats, for Fox Moth, used for
X* 100 hours with Rymill Antarctic Expedition,
in good condition and complete with all fitting?;
£-?0~ for quick sale, although original cost over
£400.

A LL the Above are Available at Exceptionally
J\. Low Prices from :—

W S. SHACK.LETON. Ltd., 175, Piccadilly,
.London, W.I. 'Phone: Regent 3092.

Cables: " Shackhud, London."

A I RW/0.RK
JUumixaxx

Offer the following
used Aircraft

GIPSY SIX PERCIVAL GULL
C. of A. April 1939. Total hours 360.
Metal airscrew, Reid & Sigrist blind flying,
navigation lights.

GIPSY SIX MILES FALCON
C. of A. February 1939. 300 hours total.
Self starter, navigation lights. Engine
screened. One owner only. Metal air-
screw.

HORNET MOTH
Gipsy Major engine. C. of A. December
9th. 1938. 165 hours total, Selfstarter.
Navigation lights. Reid & Sigrist blind
flying. Dual throttle.

HORNET MOTH
Gipsy Major engine. C. of A. April 1939.
Total hours 125. Metal airscrew. Re-
painted. Privately owned. No crashes.

B.A. SWALLOW
Pobjoy CATARACT engine. C. of A.
April 1939. Total hours approx. 150.
Dual control. Privately owned. Painted
silver.

AVRO AVIAN
Gipsy II engine. C. of A. one year. Since
complete overhaul 15 approx. Full dual
control. Total hours 800. Low pressure
wheels. Instruments in front seat.

COMPER SWIFT
Pobjoy " R " engine. C. of A. March 1939.
Total hours approx. 350. Approx. 30
since top overhaul. Reid & Sigrist blind
flying. Large tank.

MILES HAWK
Gipsy Major engine. C. of A. one year.
Aircraft hours 180. Engine 190. Privately
owned. Instruments in both seats. Reid &
Sigrist Clock. In first class condition.

LEOPARD MOTH
C. of A. February 1939. Aircraft 1,070.
Engine 1,080. 95 since top, 490 since
complete, navigation lights.

MILES WHITNEY STRAIGHT
C. of A. July 13th, 1938. Total hours
approx. 25. Blue and silver. Almost as
new. Privately owned. No crashes.

The above machines are a selection
from our large stock of used aircraft,
and can be seen at Heston Airport.

We can give early delivery of any new
type of aircraft.

HESYON AIRPORT MIDDLESEX

LET THE
Distributors for

ASKANIA
Instruments

Rollason Men ADVIJEYOU

OVERHAULS
SPARES
REPAIRS

• Concessionaires for " DE HAVILLAND " AIRCRAFT & "GIPSY" ENGINES.
SON A IRCRAFT SERVICES, LTD. , AIRPORT OF LONDON (CROYI
ALSOTAT HANWORTH WORK!SHO?S, LONDON AIRPARK, FELT-HAM, IVHD'X.

R O L U S O N A IRCRAFT SERVICES, , L T D - t .AI.RPO_RT_ OF^LON^N .(CROYDON), _ Telephone: Croydon 5151/X
Telephone: Feltham 2384.
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Aircraft for Sale—Contd.
/ROMPER Swift, blind flying instruments,
V7 etc.; £190.

OPARTAN 2-seater, dual control; £200.

M

B
B
O

ILES Hawk, Cirrus III engine, dual con-
trol; £275.

HJSS Moth (choice of S) Gipsy III engine;
from 1325.

.A. Swallow, total hours since new 150;
£450

.A. Eagle, 90 hours since new; £750.

FFERS and Part Exchange Deals with Cars
or Aircraft Welcomed.

SOUTHERN MOTOR and AIRCRAFT Co.,
Elland Rd., Peckham Rye, S.E.15. Tel.:

Forest Hill 3926.

DESOUTTER 3-seater Cabin, GAAPK Black,
8 mouths C of A., and over 200 hours to go

on Hermes engine before overhaul; metal prop.,
ideal joy-riding machine with very good take-
off; price, £165.—A. J. Walter, Hanworth Air-
port. (Feltham 2881.)

D .H.89a. Sperrys. Kollsman, Harley landing
light, long range tank, 12 months' C. of

A., seven seats, fitted with Marconi 41-50.—
Air Agency, Ltd. Croydon 2235.

GIPSY Major Engine No. 558, high compres-
sion, 35 hours since new, complete with

D.H.A.C. fuel pumps.—London Laboratories, 45,
Cambridge Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.

GIPSY I Wooden Moth, recently overhauled
and repainted red and white, low-pressure

tyres, £320; also Comper Swift, just returned
from overhaul, 12 months C. of A., few hours
since engine was completely overhauled by
Pobjoy, low-pressure spats, £225, or exchange
cabin machine.—Apply, Le Champion, Clifton,
Rugby.

HAWKER Tom-Tit, all-metal two-seater,
Mongoose lll.C. engine, full dual equip-

ment, machine and engine have been completely
overhauled, and are in absolutely new condi-
tion ; C. of A. for twelve months; £225.—•
Anderson, Bristow Rd., Hounslow. Hou. 3698.

MALCOLM and FARQUHARSON, Ltd., offer
for immediate sale:—Monospar S.T. 25

and Monospar S.T. 4; both with 12 months
C. of A.; offers wanted.—Apply to:—Malcolm
and Farquharson, Ltd., 302, Bath fid., Houns-
low. Tel. No.: Hounslow 2771.

MALCOLM and FARQUHARSON, Ltd., offer
for immediate sale:—!). H. Leopard Moth

(choice of two), D.H. Puss Moth (choice of
two), D. H. Gipsy I Wooden Moth, offers
wanted.—Apply to:—Malcolm and Farquhar-
son, Ltd., 302, Bath Rd.. Hounslow, Middlesex.
Tel. No.: Hounslow 2771.

MALCOLM and FARQUHARSON, Ltd., offer
for immediate sale:—British Klemm

"Swallow" (choice of two), 12 months' C. of
A., Genet Major Avro Avian, 12 months' C. of
A., Comper Swift single-seater, also Gipsy
Major and Genet Major engines, all types of
engines and aircraft supplied.—Apply to:—
Malcolm and Farquharson, Ltd., 302, Bath Rd.,
Hounslow, Middlesex. Tel. No.: Hounslow
2771.

NEW Drone, bargain, £140; reconditioned
Drone, £120; Garden Ford, £160; light air-

craft scrap bought; Drone agents.—Ely Aero
Club, Ely, Cambs.

1 Q Q Q c"t> " Sport " with Dual Ignition, 40
J - J 7 O O h.p. Continental motor, compass, etc.,
and fully upholstered cabin, 11 months C. of A.
and only 50 hours on motor; price, £500.—A. J.
Walter, Hanworth Airport. (Feltham 2881.)

OWNER Gone Abroad, forced accept best bid
Miles Hawk Major, with 12 months C. of

A., navigation lights, extra 9J-gallon tank in
locker, and Reid & Sigrist Instruments.—Offers
to Phillips A Powis Aircraft, Ltd., Reading
Aerodrome, Berks.

4?Q/f C.—D H.60 Moth, fh-3t-clas8 condition;
3*.£ '±«J enly 20 hours since C. of A., Cirrus
III.AAMW, seen Han worth.—Apply, Spikins
(Twickenham). Ltd. Popesgrove 1035.

"DRIVATELY Owned Cirrus II Avro Avian,
A C. of A. one year, total hours approx. 400,
approx. 100 since complete overhaul, dual
control; £225.—Box 346, c/o Flight.

T>RIVATELY owned MILES WHITNEY
X STRAIGHT, 35 hours since new and very
well equipped.—Write Box 360, c/o Flight.

rpAYLOR Cub, excellent condition, C. of A
X September; £325; owner bought " Taylor-

craft."—Prentice Air Services, Ipewich Airport.

TAYLOR-CRAFT, the world's safest and most
economical side-by-side seating cahin 'plane,

80 m.p.h., 27 m.p.g., 4-cyl.; Continental motor;
from £480; sole British distributors.—Prentice
Air Services, Ipswich Airport.

HEL

Of unshrinkable drill material with earpieces specially
padded with Sorbo, shaped to give closest possible fit
and to prevent chafing by the 'phones. White or
Khaki Drill. 8/6 and 10/6.
Best CHROME LEATHER HELMETS, Air Ministry
pattern. Chamois lined. Sorbo padded, 'phone
pockets, a perfect fit. 15/-. 22/6.
WHITE FLYING SUITS. Made of unshrinkable
drill material. All fastenings " Zip." Pleated back
and pockets—capacious shin pockets, 3 0 - and 25 -
(white, blue or black). Medium weight, white only,
with " Zip " front, 17/6. Grenfell, all colours, 65/-.
EARPHONES, flat type, chromium plated, 7/6.
GOGGLES, Triplex, with sponge rubber pads,
shallow full vision cups, 7'6, 15/- and 25'-.
LUXOR GOGGLES, flat Triplex lenses. 25/- and
40/-. Ditto, with Urge curved lenses, 45/- and 85 - .

FLYING GOGGLES, with
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ rubber cups. Triplex lenses, ad-

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ iustable nose-piece, 24/-. Ditto,A"~
^ ^^r Special quotations for quantity buyers

^••V LTD.
WtKKK Established 1894.

(DePt. F), 124, QT. PORTLAND STREET
LONDON, W.1. (.So oilier London addrat.)

Tel.: Museum 43 14. Telgms.: "Aviakit. Wado, London."

Write for ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE POST FREE

STRAIGHT CORPORATION LTD.,
17, Manchester Square, London, W . I . WELbeck 7455

USE THE G.Q.
100%

BRITISH PARACHUTE
Approved by

THE BRITISH
AIR MINISTRY

Demonstration upon Request.

THE G.Q. PARACHUTE Co. Ltd.
Stadium Works, Woking, Surrey.

6, Queen Anne's Gate, London, S.W.I.

Aircraft for Hire
A IR Touring From 3d. Per Mile Per Person, -

twin and single-engined cabin aircraft iat-
home or abroad.—Messrs. Air Touring, Gat-1
wick Airport, Surrey. 'Phone: Crawley 286.

Aircraft Wanted
TTtfANTED Urgently for Cash, D.H. Major
TV Fox Moth, D.H. 84 Dragon, also (i nsy

II engine in good condition.—W. S. Shacklo-
ton, Ltd., 175, Piccadilly, London, W l
'Phone: Regent 3092.

Air Line Operators
AIR Line Operators; we offer every service

facility for BTH. MC-1, AG4 type magne-
tos and Rotax E. 160 and Y.150B starter motors.
—Carlux Electrical Services, Ltd., Aviation De-
partment, Nicholas at., Chester. Under A.I.D.
approval.

Consultants and Engineers
R . H. STOCKEN, M.I.Ae.E., R.A.F.O., Avia-

tion Consultant, Eagle House, 10U, Jermvn
St., S.W.I. Whitehall 88C3.

W . S. SHACKLETON, Ltd., Aeronautical
Consulting Engineers and Merchants.—

Aeroplanes, motors and all accessories pur-
chased and delivered to all parts of the world.
—175, Piccadilly, London, W.I. Tel.- Regent
8002. Cables: Shackhud. London.

~ : For Sale ^ " ^
ALL Continental Engines, A40, C, 4 and 5,

spares in stock, also new motors; we are
the only fully approved Continental agents in
Europe.—A. J. AValter, Hanworth Airport.
(Feltham 2881.)

rpWIN-CYLINDER Scott Squirrel Engine, 32
X b.h.p., 10 hours running only, cost t'65-
accept £15.—Hughes & Watts, Ltd"., Aeronauti-
cal Engineers, Birkenhead.

FOR Disposal, 2 Gypsy Major engines, hours
since complete, nil.—Aero Spares, Oat-

wick Airport. Crawley 484.

Magnetos
nnnE EUSTON IGNITION CO., Ltd.

OFFICALLY Approved by the Air Ministry
for Aircraft Magneto Repairs; B.T.H. ser-

vice magneto and spares in stock for immediate
release.—329, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I.
Tel.: Euston 3026. Telegrams: Eusigco, Nor-
west, London.

Miscellaneous
/"^.ENERAL Engineering and Manufacturing
\ J Public Company, Government sub-contrac-
tors, having for sale or lease 0 acres surplus
freehold land and 50,000 sq. ft. factory build-
iugs (SO minutes from Charing Cross in
rapidly developing industrial area) would pre-
fer utilisation in co-operation with other nrm(s)
requiring castings, machining, polishing,
pattern making, assemblies, storage, etc.—
Write, in strict confidence, for appointment
with Managing Director, to Box 363, c/o Flight.

OVERHAULS and Repairs Carried Out; in-
struments, engines and aeroplanes for

sale; send requirements to Field Aircraft,
Knoll, Kingswood, Surrey. Reigate 2802.

7-INCH Course and Distance Calculators, with
time and distance scales, ex R.A.F., 10/-

each; altimeters, 20/- each; Cross Level, 5/-
each.—L. Lipton, 614, Old Ford Rd., London, E.3.

WANTED, back numbers, " Janes Aircraft,"
" Aeronautical Journal," and any interest-

ing aeronautical literature; also, quantity books
for sale.—Pike, 4, Endlesham Rd., S.W.12.

Models and Parts

MODEL Petrol Engines, blueprints, propellers,
kits and all materials; list 2d. stamp-—

Model Aircraft Stores, 127b, Hankinson Rd.,
Bournemouth.

KANGA AERO MODELS, 1, Colonade Pas-
sage, Birmingham.—All materials and blue

prints for petrol and rubber models; catalogue
6d., post free.

Patent and Trade Mark Agents

GEE and Co., Patents and Trade Marks
throughout the World (H. T. P. Gee,

Mem.R.S.G.B., A.M.I.R.E., etc.), 51-52, Chan-
cery Lane, London, W.C.2. Established 1905 («
doors from Govt. Patent Office). 'Phone: H<H-
born 4547 (2 lines). Handbook free.
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CONSTRUCTION • EXTENSION • MAINTENANCE

SUNLEY
and Publicity Department, 6. Sunley & Co., Ltd.,

Rd., Brentford. Middlesex. Tel.: Eating 3070
(20 lines)

Issued by the Advertising
Sunleys Island, Great West

Official Notices
/CROWN Agents for the Colonies. ;

/COLONIAL Government Appointments.

APPLICATIONS From Qualified Candidates
are Invited for the Following Post:—

SUPERINTENDENT in Charge Required by
the Government of Palestine for the Lydda

Airport lor a Tour of 18-24 Months with Pros-
pects of Extension; salary £P60t>-25-750 a year,
plus an expatriation allowance of £P100 a year
and a cost oi living allowance, at present fixed
at £i'00 a year (£P1 equals £1); fiee passages^
and, if married, for wile and children also, not
exceeding four persons; leave on full salary;
candidates, aged 25-45, must have had consider-
able pilotage experience and possess a good
knowledge of air navigation and air legislation;
preference will be given to candidates who also
possess a knowledge of air line operational
organisation.

APPLY at once by letter, stating age,
whether married or single, and full par-

ticulars of qualifications and experience and
mentioning this paper to the Crown Agents for
the Colonies, 4, Millbank, London, S.W.I, quot-
ing M/5877.

HIS MAJESTY'S COLONIAL SERVICE.

A VACANCY exists for an Assistant Super-
J\. intendent of Aerodrome in Hong Kong.
/CANDIDATES Must he Under 35 Years of
\_' Age (preferably under 30 and unmarried)
and possess a pilot's, ground engineer's and
second-class Navigator's certificates. Prefer-
ence will be given to candidates with previous
experience of aeronautical inspection work or
of Air Traffic Control duties.

SALARY, £500 a year for two years, then
£525 rising by annual increments of ±25

to £675 a year, then £750 a year rising by
annual increments of £30 to £l>00 a year. The
appointment is pensionable subject to proba-
tioner}1 period of three years. A non-pension-
able residential allowance of £50 is payable
after two yearn' service.

IT^REE First Class Passages are Provided on
First Appointment and When Taking

Leave.

I^URTHER Information and Forms of Appli-
cation may be Obtained from the Director

of Recruitment (Colonial Service), 8, Bucking-
ham Gate, London, S.W.I.
pOMPLETED Applications Must Reach the
KJ Director of Recruitment not latter than
May 31st, 1938. . .. ...

Packing and Shipping
R . ami J PARK, Ltd., 143-9. Fenchurch St.,

E.C.8. 'Phone: Mansion House H083.
Works: Dominion Works, Thames Rd., Chis-
wiek, w.4. Official packers and shippers to the
aircraft industry.

Photographic
EAGLE Aircraft Cameras and Equipment

for Survey Photography and Naval and
Military Requirements; specialists in air photo-
graphic apparatus hand held cameras, pistol
cameras for air snapshots.—Full particulars
from manufacturers and patentees, Williamson
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Lichfleld Gardens, Wil-
lesden Green, London, N.W.10. 'Phone: Willes-
den 0073-4-5. Contractors to Air Ministry,
Admiralty, War Office, Colonial ami Foreign
Government.

Photographic—Contd.
T>HOTOGRAPHYT.—For please or profit; fas-
_L cinating, inexpensive; plates, mounts, films,
chemicals; books on photography from 1/-; in-
teresting money saving lists and samples free.
—lumber's Photographic Works, 105, Queens
Rd., Brighton.

SAMPLE Enlargement Free, 7in.x5in., on finest
Royal Bromide; send your negative with

l |d. for postage.—Shawyer, Swindon, Wilts.

Public Appointments

AIR MINISTRY.

CIVILIAN INSTRUMENT MAKER INSTRUC-
V_y TORS REQUIRED.
TTACANCIES exist for CIVILIAN INSTRU-
V MENT MAKER INSTRUCTORS at the Elec-

trical and Wireless School, Royal Air Force,
Cranwell, Lines. The commencing rate of pay
is £4 a week inclusive, which may be increased
to £4 5s. a week after a short period of satis-
factory service.
/CANDIDATES Must be Capable of Lecturing,
vy and must have a sound knowledge of the
principles, action and construct inn of aircraft
instruments.

APPLICATIONS Should be Addressed to the
Commanding Officer, Electrical and Wireless

School, Royal Air Force, Cranwell, Lines, giving
full particulars as to previous experience, age,
etc.
/CANDIDATES Will be Required to Appear
\J Before a Selection Board at the School for
interview and test. The test will include the
giving of a lecture on any subject which may

••.be chosen by the candidate, involving the
principles or construction of modern aircraft
instruments. Lecturing sequence and style are
most important.

Service
/CARLUX ELECTRICAL SERVICES. Ltd.,
\j B.T.H. official service station, magnetos,
dynamos, starters, flap-motors, including Rotax
productions, serviced by factory trained staff.
Air Ministry Authority Ref. 570354/36.—11-17.
Nicholas St., Chester. Tel.: 103.

Situations Vacant

A IRCRAFT Inspectors with component, erec-
tion stage and installation experience; also

viewers; aircraft experience preferred but not
essential, required for modern factory in North
of England.—Write, stating age, full particu-
lars of experience and wage to Box 352, c/o
Flight.

\ PPLICATIONS Invited for Position of Jig
J\_ and Tool Draughtsman for Aircraft Indus-
try.—Write, stating age, experience and salary
required, to Rolls-Royce, Ltd., Hueknall Aero-
drome, near Nottingham.

APPROVED Firm Requires Young Technical
Assist, with Highest Qualification and

Knowledge of Aero Dynamics.—Write, Box S727,
A.K.Advg., 4, Talbot Mans., Museum St., W.C.I.

ASSISTANT Ground Engineer, " A " and
" C " licences. Moths, Tiger Moth, Puss

Moth, B.A. Swallow, etc., required for the New-
castle Aero Club, Woolsington; full particulars,
statins experience and salary required, to Hon.
Secretary.

Situations Vacant—Contd.
DRAUGHTSMEN.—Handley Page, Ltd.,

Cricklewood, London, N.W.2, have vacancies
for first-class draughtsmen; previous aircraft
experience desirable but good enginering ex-
perience will be considered.—Apply, in writing
only, stating age, full particulars and salary
required to Chief Draughtsman.

ENGINEER "A" and " C " for Gipsy Moths
at North of England Club; state age, ex-

perience, and wages required to Box 361, c/o
Flight.

FLYING Instructors Required for Reserve
Training School; only those holding neces-

sary qualifications and approved by the Air
Ministry need apply.—Full particulars of ex-
perience and salary required to : Nottingham
Airport, Ltd., Tollerton, Nottingham.

FULLY Qualified Commercial Pilot Required,
minimum 1,500 hours multiengined aircraft.

—Apply, Box 362, c/o Flight.

HANDLEY PAGE, Ltd.. Cricklewood. N.W.2,
have vacancies for senior technical assist-

ants for stress work.—Apply in writing, stating
age, experience and salary required to Chief
Draughtsman

INSPECTORS Required for Non-ferrous Foun-
dry View-room, men used to castings for

aero work preferred.—Write, giving age and ex-
perienje to Box 7720, c/o Flight.

JUNIOR Draughtsman Required in London
Area for Metal Aircraft Constructional

Work, works and drawing office experience and
some theoretical knowledge desirable.—Write
full particulars and salary required to Box 364,
c/o Flight.

PART-TIME Flying Instructor Required for
Volunteer Reserve School; must be avail-

able every week-end and two evenings per
week.—Apply: C.F.I., Gravesend Airport.

RATE Fixer with Experience of Sheet Metal
Work and Fitting Required, preferably with

knowledge of typing.—Write, stating qualifica-
tions and salary required. Box 357. c/o Flight.

ROVAL AIR FORCE.—Skilled, semi-skilled and
unskilled men may enlist and improve their

prospects.—Apply for age limits and full par-
ticulars to R.A.F. Recruiting Depot. Victory
House. Kingsway, London, W.c.2. or any R.A.F.
Recruiting Depot.

STRESS Assistant with Aircraft Experience
Required for Aero Engine Installations;

the successful candidate will be expected to
assist with aero engine flight tests and should
be willing to fly as observer.—Write stating

•age, education, qualifications, experience and
salary required to Installation Dept., Arm-
strong Siddeley Motors, Ltd., Coventry.

VACANCIES Occur for Several First-class
Senior and Junior Draughtsmen; all other

things being equal preference will be given to
suitable applicants with experience on aircraft
assembly fixtures, gauges, press tools, etc.—
Apply Westland Aircraft, Ltd., Yeovil.
TTACANCY Exists for Commeicial Manager
V and Buyer, aircraft component manufac-

turers, Manchester district; applicants with
knowledge of aircraft production and A.M.
specifications preferred.—Write, stating age,
experience, salary required, Box 358, c/o Flight.

WANTED, Chief Ground Engineer, A. and
C. licences, covering Magisters and Harts

and Gipsy Major and Kestrel engines.—Apply
Nottingham Airport, Ltd., Tollerton, Notting-
ham.

WANTED, experienced outside sales and
service manager for well-known aviation

company engaged in repairing and servicing all
types of aircraft; reasonable degree of techni-
cal and practical knowledge necessary ; reply
Box 359, c/o Flight.
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Situations Vacant—Contd.
WANTED, first-class estimators, fully con-

versed with metal aircraft, for South
Coast district.—Apply, stating -full details of
experience, salary, etc.—Box 856, e/o Flight.

WANTED, ground engineer, A and C
licences—Tiger Moth Aircraft and Gipsy

Major Engines.—Write stating wages t o : Reid
and Sigrist, Ltd., Shannon Corner, New Maiden,
Surrev.

WE Have the Best Mea on Our Employment
Registex.—Merriam's Aviation Bureau,

Estab. 1928, 194, Above Bar, Southampton.
Tel.: So'ton 2737.

Situations Wanted
* ERONAUTJCAL Engineer Desires Change; 25

A years' experience construction, overhauls,
maintenance; used to control of staffs.—Box
7703, c/o Flight.

Situstions Wanted—Contd.
A DVERTISER Requires Post as Foreman,

J \ age 35, 15 years' practical experience wing,
aileron and tailplane assembly, of all-metal-
stress, skin and wood construction.—Box 7722,
c/o Flight.

B LICENCE Commercial Pilot, age 20, desires
new post immediately; excellent references

and training; willing to go abroad.—Box 7727,
c/o Flight.

B PILOT, 1,800 hrs., single and twin engines,
day and night, requires whole or part

time flying; holding G.E. licences.—Box 7728,
e/o Flight.

GWYNNE JOHNS, G.Q. parachute jumper,
delayed drop record holder, undertakes

drops anywhere, week-ends.—105, Holdenburst
Rd.. Bournemouth.

Time Recorders

STAFF Time Checking and Job Costing Time
Recorders (all makes), for quick cash sale;

exceptional condition.—Write, " Betarcol," c/o
Flight.

PROPELLERS
FOR LIGHT AIRCRAFT.

HIGH EFFICIENCY. SUPER FINISH-
QUICK DELIVERY. KEEN PRICES-

TELEPHONE CHILTON AIRCRAFT,

HUN6ERF0RD 26. HUNGERFORD, BERKS.

THE LINK TRAINER
FOR

Blind Flying & Blind Landing
Adopted as universal method of instruction
by the Royal Air Force and British Airways
Supplied and installed by:—J V.W. Corporation Ltd-
30, Chester St . . London, S.W.I Tel.: SLOANE 1136
Contractors to H.M. Home ami Dominion Governmenli

Enquiries invited

The World'sFcsteslSelling Aeroplane

THE NEW SILVER
* CUB
The Cub is the only all-metal cabin
plane with a 4-cylinder motor
selling at under £500.

A. J. WALTER,
Han worth AirPark, Feltham, Mdx.

Tel.: Feltham 2881.

DU8&PLY-
THE ALL BRITISH

AERONAUTICAL PLYWOOD
cM IMPROVED WOODF. HILLS, & SONS, TRAFFORD PARK. MANCHESTER, 17

Radio
Transmission
Equipment

Aircraft
Radio
c

for all

ommunications

EAM.IOO
*

A modern equip-
ment embodying
the most recent
experience of air-
craft requirements.

for
Air Lines

Charter Companies
Private Owners

• * : • / " ' • . • . . • . , • _ / . ;

S P E C I F I C A T I O N — Transmitter—50 watts C.W.
12 watts 'phone

; I^>: seven spot waves.
Receiver—600 m. to 1,500 m.

RADIO TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT LTD.
45, Nightingale Lane, Balham, London, S.W.I2
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D E S O U T T E R

TWO NEW

MIGHTIER

ATOMS!

KEY OR KEYLESS TYPE CHUCKS OPTIONAL

Thesetoolscan besupplied as shown or with rubber grips

S0% MORE POWER.
The Mighty Atom — modified to give
50% more power ! Unchanged in size,
weight, price. The exhaust system is
now inside the casing so that this and
the other new model can be supplied
either with a knurled duralumin
casing, or a rubber grip. All internal
parts are interchangeable with the
existing Mighty Atom.

List Price £8 : 10 : 6

100% MORE POWER.
The Power Atom—only £" longer than
the Mighty Atom, but twice the power
output!
Two models:
Model PI—3/16" chuck, 2,500 r.p.m.,
a medium speed tool for general-
purpose drilling.

List price £8 : 17 ; 6

Model P2—3/16" chuck, 4,500 r.p.m.,
specially designed for high - speed
drilling in duralumin and other non-
ferrous metals.

List price £ 9 : 2 : 6

D E S O U T T E R B R O T H E R S L I M I T E D
• THE HYDE • HENDON

TELEPHONE: COLINDALE 6346 (4 LINES)
LONDON -~ N-W-9 •
TELEGRAMS: DESPUNCO HYDE LONDON

T.Ci.
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FOR POWER AT ALTITUDE

The " Bristol" Mercury is a high-performance air-cooled aero-

engine which is used to power many of the latest types

of service aircraft in the Royal Air Force. This engine was

chosen for sole production by the Shadow Industry, and

is also produced under licence in several foreign countries.

THE BRISTOL AEROPLANE CO. LTD.. FILTON, BRISTOL.
Printed in England for ;he Proprietors and Publishers, FLIGHT PUBLISHING COMPANY. LIMITED. Dorset House. Stamford Street. London, S.E.I, by TH>
CORNWALL PRESS LTD., 1-6, Paris Garden, Stamford Street, London. S.E.I. ' Flight " ran be obtained abroad from the following : FRANCE : W. If. Smitl'
& Son. 248, Rue Rivoli. Paris; Hachette et Cie, Rue Reaumur, Paris, and branches. BELGIUM: W. H. Smith & Son, 71-75. Boulevard Adolphe Max.
Brussels. AUSTRALIA : Gordon <Sc Goteh, Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W.), Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (S.A.), Pertti (W.A.), and Launcesloi;
(Tasmania). NEW ZEALAND: Gordon & Gotch. Ltd.. Wellington, Auckland. ChrisU'hurch and Dunedin. INDIA: A. H. Wheeler k Co.. Bombay, Allahabad

and Calcutta. CANADA: Imperial News Co., Torontu, Winnipeg and Vancouver; Benjamin Ne*s Co., Montreal; Gordon & Gotch, Ltd., Toronto. SOUTH AFRICA:
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